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THE DELUXE
CLASSIC
OUTFIT
The ultimate in modern design, the LUDWIG DELUXE
CLASSIC features the SUPRA-PHONIC 400, the
world's most popular snare drum, the twin spring
Speed King pedal and the very latest in top quality,
heavy-duty stands and accessories. A special effects
10" rivet cymbal is also included FREE. Available in all
Ludwig pearl finishes including PSYCHEDELIC RED
and MOD ORANGE.

THE TWO
NEWEST FINISHES
ON THE
SCENE!

LUDWIG’S PROFESSIONAL SOUND WITH THE “NOW” LOOK!
SEE YOUR
LOCAL DEALER
TODAY!

THE BIG BEAT
OUTFIT
Rapidly becoming the most popular outfit with leading
"Rock" drummers, the 5 drum BIG BEAT features
the new retracting, die-cast, heavy-duty double tom
tom holder, the SUPRA-PHONIC 400 snare drum and
the latest in heavy-duty stands and accessories. A
10" special effects rivet cymbal is also included FREE.
Available in PSYCHEDELIC RED and MOD ORANGE,
as well as all other Ludwig pearl finishes.

1728 N. Damen Ave. • Chicago, Illinois 60647

IT'S NEW—IT S KUSTOM
To supply the overwhelming need for
quality amplification in the mid-price range.

KUSTOM has designed the New ((< 100 )))
series for the modern musician.
Available in 13 models featuring reverb and
tremolo on the guitar models and extra
heavy duty speakers for the bass models.

Model 2-12A-2

(Rustam
(«10 0»))

The KUSTOM (((100))) offers the same features
all KUSTOM products are known for.
1. Performance
2. Appearance
3. Guarantee
Unequalled for power and frequency response in its field.
Bass model features 2 channels, 4 inputs with individual volume,
bass and treble controls.
Guitar model features 1 channel, 2 inputs with volume, bass and
treble controls. Reverb and tremolo (footswitch included).
Available in 7 colors of premium U.S. naugahyde with heavy
duty covers at no extra cost.
Write for free color catalog anti name of your local authorized dealer.
Model 2-12A-1

ROSS, INC.

1010 West Chestnut, Chanute, Kansas 66720
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A POINT OF VIEW

What is it with the TV-VIP's? Any group with
a psychedelic sound gets prime-time expo
sure, while the true professionals settle for
weekends at the few remaining clubs that
haven't gone completely au go-go. The en
tertainment bill-of-fare on the tube must be
planned by guys who really believe the coun
try is tremelo crazed, or would rather see hip
pie cinematography front for a "new sound."
What a shame the artistry of the late John
Coltrane was never exposed to the millions of
TV viewers. And when was the last time a
video camera focused on the talents of Pee
Wee, Charlie Lloyd, Tony Scott, Nina Simone,
Miles Davis, Gerry Mulligan, Ornette Cole
man, Archie Shepp...you fill in the rest. Let's
pull the plug on those souped up amplifiers
on the Airplanes, Animals and Associations
and give equal time to the professionals who
deserve some recognition. There must be some
of us "Old-timers” who can still make it to
the tube to turn on some music. Agree?
CARL FISCHER MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
105 East 16th Street, New York, N.Y. 10003
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DAN MORGENSTERN

contents

PEE WEE WAEKIN TALL

At Carl Fischer we took personal pleasure at
the tribute paid by Downbeat readers to one
of our Buffet artists, Pee Wee Russell. It was
richly deserved. Buffet placed three clarinet
ists in the top four. Pee Wee, Tony Scott and
Jimmy Giuffre. Buffet Saxophonists who
walked off with accolades were Phil Woods,
Jackie McLean, Archie Shepp, Albert Ayler,
Marion Brown and Pharoah Sanders. It's no
surprise to see great artists on every poll, part
of the Buffet family. Over 90% of the world’s
finest musicians select
Buffet as their instrument.
Our recently published Buf
fet Artists Brochure features
hundreds of photos of the
finest pop and classical
musicians. We'd be pleased
to send along a copy.

EDITOR

VICE PRESIDENT

On Newsstands Throughout the World
Every Other Thursday

FREE TRANSPOSITION CHART

A pocket-size transposition chart has been es
pecially prepared for readers of this column.
With the transposition tables you can quickly
determine equivalent tones and correspond
ing signatures for Flute, Piccolo, Oboe, Bas
soon, Saxophone, English Horn, Clarinet, Cor
net, Trumpet, Trombone and Tuba. Send us
your name and zip and we will rush out the
card. We guarantee it will go out with you on
every gig.

FHESlbKNT/pUDLISHER

JOHN J. MAHER

from Carl Fischer
Ask to see a selection of brass mouthpieces
and prepare yourself for a long session. When
it gets down to the nitty-gritty of selecting the
size that suits your style, you may have puck
ered up to a dozen or more cups. Carl Fischer
researched all the brass
mouthpieces on the market
and has developed the
"Miracle Cup" Mouthpiece...
combining the most desired
features, and in the two, that’s
right, two,..most popular cup
sizes. The Carl Fischer Mir
acle Cup for Trumpet and
Cornet comes in 7C* and
LO^C* and the Miracle Cup
for Trombone in UC* and
12C*. The price is right too,
$4.95 for Trumpet and Cornet
and $5.95 for Trombone. If
you want superior quality and
can make the scene with the
two popular sizes, ask your
dealer about the Carl Fischer
Miracle Cup Brass Mouth
pieces.
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FRANKIE CAPP
now playing

DRUMS

with the new sound

CHORDS & BROS

(DB, Jan. 25).
I hope your words will be far-reaching,
and that the readers will realize the
beautiful, spiritual thing that biues/jazz is.
Robert Wall
Detroil, Mich.

No Haven For Havens

If for no other reason, I read Down
Beat with a thirst that can only be
quenched by such articles as that by Ros
well Rudd.
Thank you, Mr. Rudd.
Vere Griffith
Montreal, Canada

A Forum For Readers

school of music

7-week Evaluation Clinic
July 8 - August 23

Designed to assess the musical
talent, capacity and growth
potential of the student consid
ering music as a vocation.
Special techniques and testing
methods to measure aptitude,
depth and strength of talent.
Personal counselling is stressed ;
analysis by faculty advisor is
presented at course end with
emphasis on student’s individ
ual prospects for achieving
career goals.
7-week
Comprehensive Program
July 8 - August 23

Designed for those wishing to
expand their knowledge of, and
interest in, the field of modern
music. Curriculum includes pri
vate instrumental instruction,
theory, arranging, modern
chord progression, ear training,
stage band, improvisation, en
semble workshop.
12-week Credit Program
June JO-August 30

Concentrated and accelerated
study program equivalent to a
regular full semester of Berklee’s academic year. May be
applied for credit by students
accepted in Berklee’s degree or
diploma programs. Like 7-week
Comprehensive Program (but
in far greater depth) the cur
riculum includes private instru
mental instruction, theory,
arranging, modern chord pro
gression, ear training, stage
band, improvisation, ensemble
workshop.
for informoHon and catalog
write to:

BERKLEE SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Dept. D
11 40 Boylston Street

Boston, Mass. 022 J 5
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I read your story on Richie Havens
(DB, Feb. 8). I bought his second album
cited by you. If he’s saying something,
I'm afraid it's rather unintelligible—no
matter how I adjust my expensive record
player.
Bob Frenette
Providence, R.I.

Quite A Cat
Your article on Cat Anderson (DB,
Jan. 25) was thoroughly enjoyable, and
brings back beautiful memories of this
past summer when I was visiting New
York and spent three magnificent evenings
at the Rainbow Grill. It was the type
of experience which . . . remains with
you forever. There is no doubt ihat Cat
Anderson loves his work, as all those who
heard him those evenings can attest.
He is also a true gentleman. My date
and I arrived one evening while the band
was taking a break. There were no tables
available and we were forced to stand at
the bar. Mr. Anderson offered and gave
to my date his chair and refused to accept
our "no thank you.”
Cheers for a great man who blows a
great trumpet.
James A. Kromer
Skokie, III.

Blues For Ida
It was with deepest regret that I read
of the death of Ida Cox, last of the great
female blues sincers of the '20s and '30s
(DB, Dec. 28).
This great lady launched Clark Terry
and myself upon our professional music
careers. Unfortunately, mine sank with the
Army Engineers at Fori Leonard Wood,
Mo., while Terry's zoomed at Great Lakes,
III., during World War II.
The passing of Ida Cox, blues singer, is
a great loss lo the world of music.
Marvin Wright, Principal
Park School, East St. Louis, III,

Valentine For Valerie
The interviews by Valeric Wilmer arc
always the high spot of every issue they
are in. She has a very refreshing, very
informative way of bringing the jazzman's
ideas and personality to our attention. And
she doesn’t just stick with the big names.
I hope that she remains a regular
feature in the issues to come. She benefits
jazzman and jazz fan alike.
George Horn
Live Oak, Calif.

Roses For Roswell
Thank you, dear Roswell Rudd, not
only for the words on the Universality of
the Blues but also for the words on the
universality of technological progress/
deception and the existing spiritual void

High Praise
Thirty years ago, when Glenn Burrs
and Carl Cons ran the shop, jazz writing
flowered. The standards set by that gen
eration of writers have never been sur
passed. Their writings still serve as models
of excellence in the knowledge, soundness
of judgment and writing competence dis
played. Among those giants of jazz writing
were, selecting just the names that come
mast easily to mind: John Hammond,
George Frazier, George Avakian, Charles
Delaunay, Hugues Panassie, Charles Ed
ward Smith, Paul Eduard Miller, George
Hoefer, Dave Dexter and Barry Ulanov.
No comparable group has appeared since,
John S. Wilson and Whitney Balliett, the
two best of the post-Hammond generation,
hardly constitute a group. But perhaps a
group is in the making.
Dan Morgenstern, in a single stroke, has
established himself as the peer of any of
the earlier critics. The indisputable evi
dence will be found on pages 29-31, of the
Feb. 22 issue of DB. The classic criteria
of knowledge, soundness of judgment and
writing competence are each superbly ful
filled. Morgenstern's collective review of
the Decca reissues is a model of what jazz
criticism can, and should, be.
The great merit in Morgenstern's critical
approach lies in his direct, common sense
response to what’s there, free of any dis
torting categorical preconceptions. Such
pre-condilioning phenomenological abstrac
tions, borrowed bodily from the E. H.
Gombrich will-to-make-believe school of
art criticism, are precisely what fault the
writing of Martin Williams, rendering it
forbiddingly doctrinaire. Williams writes
as though he would like to publish in
Partisan Review, an ambition fatal to the
operations of common sense.
Lastly, by way of a parting accolade, I
feel confident that the great H. L.
Mencken, an impeccable arbiter in these
matters, would have admired Morgen
stern’s piece for its stylistic merits. What
more can I say? Except, hooray!
Richard E. Hawes
New Brunswick, New Jersey

For a different view of Martin Williams,
see below.
Martin Williams’ Bystander (DB, Feb.
8) impressed me as one of the best articles
you have printed in a long time.
He answered simply and directly what
other writers have rambled on and on for
pages about, achieving no significant results.
Directness and intense simplicity ... a

Anatomy
ofa
Sonor Drum.
That Sonor Drum is probably Europe's most famous,
Sonor Drums are distributed in the United States
exclusively by Hohner. Which is good news for you if
you still pay for your own drums.
We build them better so you can play them longer.
The threads are machined on
our hardware, because they
keep drums in tune a lol
longer than pressed ihreads.

This adjustable thumb
screw tilts the bottom hi-hat
cymbal to the most desired
angle. And that keeps you
from hitting dead spots.

All Sonor Drums are equipped
with dependable, long wearing
plastic heads. In fact they're
the best you can get in
this country.

This hi-hat pedal, with its
hinged heel, is connected
directly to the pull rod. The
straight up and down pull
increases leverage, reduces
friction, makes for faster,
easier action.

Our unique cymbal filter
has oversized ripple teeth to
prevent slipping.

Sonor hardware is cast steel,
because cast steel lasts longer.
Then we plate it by applying
copper, then nickel and
chrome. It makes the drum
look better longer.

base drum tone
control is built right in.

instant lock-unlock lever.
With it, you turn the threaded
adjustment to fit your drum
just once. After that all you
do is press the instant release
lever to open or lock the arms.

Ball bearing action here
makes for a faster pedal and
less fatigue.

Sonor's exclusive convertible
self-contained base drum
spur gives maximum creep
protection. Twist the threaded
neoprene ball and the
pointed spur appears ready
for use. Twist it back, the spur
retracts, and you're ready
for a hard surface. (The spurs
can’t fall out either, thanks
to our special retainer end.)

Al Hirt says:
"The guys in my band make sure they use
the instruments that let them put down the best sound.
Like these Hohner Sonor Drums."
©1967 M. Hohner, Inc.

seemingly lost art, until now.
Everett J. Austin III
Alderwood Manor, Wash.

Ascension Lowdown
I notice that Jorgen Jepsen reiterates, in
his excellent Coltrane discography for
Music '68, a charge made earlier by LeRoi
Jones (DB, Jan. 26, ’67), wherein it is
averred that Impulse is putting two differ
ent versions of Ascension into the same
jacket, and, as Jones put it, “not hipping
people to the switch. . .
This is not entirely true, because there
is a clue, albeit a small one. On the sec
ond version, scratched into the vinyl sur
face just outside the label, the buyer will
find “Edition II,’’ presumably meaning
just that. In addition, the numbers similar
ly etched will be A 95 A&B for version
I, A 95 A-1&B-I for version II. All this
notwithstanding, it still seems prudent to
remember the saying: caveat emptor.
Alan Bargebuhr
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Obscure But Great
Want to thank you so much for the
Zwerin article Dues Paid (DB, Feb. 8).
Budd Johnson is a man who has been
overlooked to an absolutely painful point,
when you consider his great playing and
writing artistry. . . . You also did an
article a few years ago on another great
but obscure artist—pianist Joe Albany,
Thanks, belatedly, for that one.
Could I hope in the future for articles
on such fine but obscure players as Vernell Fournier (drums) . . . another won
derful drummer, Paul Molian . , . (pian
ists) Gill Coggins . . . and Wade Legge?
Wonderful but obscure trumpet players
could include men like Tony Fruscella . . .
and Johnny Coles. . . . (And) last but
not least, alto and tenor player Pony
Poindexter. . . .
These men need and deserve more ex
posure, Here’s hoping they get it. Have
been reading DB since 1940, but this is
my first letter to you.
Lynn Sallee (drums)
Columbus, Ohio
We'll try, but Legge is dead, Coggins
unheard of for years, and Fruscella no
longer playing, Fournier, Motion, Coles
and Poindexter, however, are still on the
scene, happily.

Peeved Purist
Paut's Hofner Original: Electric bass with lightweight violin-shape body, fast narrow neck,
and deluxe electronics with exclusive control assembly for quick blending and selection'
500 1LH (left-handed)... $350; Right-handed Model 500, 1... $335

Hofner Originals! The most exciting
guitars and electric basses in the world!

For master craftsmanship with solid
sound, Hofner instruments are in a class
all alone. Solid chunky rhythm effects
when you need them, brilliance in tone
for those solo lines! Slim neck has fan
tastically easy action, gives you effortless
control of intricate passages.
When you can play a Hofner Original,
why settle for anything less! 52 brilliant
models to choose from.
B □ DOWN BEAT

¡"sORKlN MUSIC CO. INC. (db2i-b)]

370 Vanderbilt Motor Parkway, Dept. H I
I Hauppauge, New York 11787
Enclosing Z5c to cover handling. Please send Hofner I
| color catalog and name of local dealer.
I

NAME |

I ADDRESS __________________________________________

I

ZIP j

j

CITY_____________—STATE

I

My local dealer is .

I’d like to tell Mr. R. Lafontaine
(Chords, Feb, 8) that I am one person
proud to be a “jazz purist," and contrary
lo his line of thought feci that in the light
of what’s current today, it would appear
more difficult than not to remain pious.
If it’s so easy to be merely a purist, why
did he shuffle the cards and veer off? I
suggest that he doesn’t qualify as an
“idolator” any more!
Secondly, critics’ appraisals and/or en
dorsements of released recordings should
not be regarded as a cause but only as a
condition of a judgement. And lastly—
you bet I aggressively disapprove!
Alex Lupinski
Jamaica, N.Y.

Gretsch
makes it!
Elvin Jones
plays it!
"That Great Gretsch Sound"

Year after year you'll find Elvin
Jones at the top of the Annual
Down Beat Readers Poll — a lofty
position his drumming genius has
won for him. And year after year
Elvin continues to reinforce his
image as one of the most creative
jazz drummers in the world. He is
widely recognized for his personal
approach to drumming . . . for ex
citing, driving extended solos . . .
as one of the first to explore poly
rhythmic expression.
Talent like Elvin's demands the
best from drums. That's why Elvin
Jones plays Gretsch. He appreci
ates the staccato sharpness of the
Gretsch WIDE-42 power snare
with its extra snap and even re
sponse. The Gretsch 1 8" bass drum
gives him the beat and resonance

Whatever your skill or style, you
too can rely on Gretsch quality for
great sound and matchless con
struction. See your Gretsch dealer
soon and discover for yourself why
Gretsch drums deliver "That Great
Gretsch Sound."
Elvin's "White Satin Flame" outfit
contains: 1 8" x 14" bass drum; 1 2"
x 8" and 14" x 14" tom toms; 14"
x 5’A" snare with Gretsch WIDE-42
power snares; plus exclusive K.
Zildjian cymbals and Gretsch all
height cymbal holder.

his demanding style requires.
(And, as in all Gretsch drums, his
investment is protected by the ex
clusive six-ply shell guaranteed
round for life.)

For these reasons more profes
sional drummers play Gretsch.

For full color catalog write The
Fred Gretsch Company, Inc., 60
Broadway, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211.

GRETSCH

It emerged from the blow-yourmind places in the
Underground, this freaked-out,
fluorescent colored gut sound
that approaches the threshold
of pain.
It’s turned-on. It's total.
The Farfisa Compact organs

dig it. Man, they practically
created it—these are the
original electronic compacts,
remember. They know how to
give sound that raw edge, that
vicious attack. They've got
penetrating multi-tone booster,
reverb that screams, vibrato

that hurts, and percussion that
comes on like surf. Comes
with either one or two manuals
and stops enough for far-out
sounds most groups couldn’t
~"I | foresee at their wildest.
The Farfisa Compacts.
H The only way to fly.

FARFISA
CHICAGO MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 7373 NORTH CICERO AVE.. LINCOLNWOOD, ILL. 60646
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LUCKEY ROBERTS DIES
Pianist-composer Luckey Roberts, 80,
died Feb. 5 at Mayflower Nursing Home
in New York City after a brief illness.
Charles Luckeyeth .Roberts, born in
Philadelphia Aug. 7, 1887, began his show
business career at 3 as a child actor. After
working as an acrobat in vaudeville, he
began playing piano professionally in
Baltimore and Philadelphia. He soon made
a name for himself as a composer of
ragtime pieces, and also began to compose
scores for musical shows (Shy and Sly,
produced on Broadway in 1915, was one
of the first). He also toured Europe before
World War I.
In the ’20s, Roberts continued to write
musicals (Magnolia, 1926), but was main-
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the ragtime tradition and the Harlem stride
piano school. He was cited by James P.
Johnson as an early influence, and his
other admirers included Willie (The Lion)
Smith, Fats Waller and Duke Ellington.
The latter also copied Roberts’ trademark
of lifting the hands from the keyboard
wilh a flourish.
Unfortunately, Roberts was not recorded
during his peak years. Two piano solos
made in 1916 were never issued. In 1946,
he recorded six of his most famous piano
pieces for the Circle label, and in 1958,
he made another half dozen for Good
Time Jazz. These include Railroad Blues,
Ripples of the Nile, Pork and Beans,
Music Box Rag, Junk Man Rag and Span
ish Fandango.
Roberts also wrote more ambitious light
classical works, the best known of which
is Whistlin’ Pete: A Miniature Syncopated
Rhapsody (for piano and orchestra) which
was premiered at Robin Hood Dell in
Philadelphia. Roberts’ music was twice
presented in formal concerts in New York
City—at Carnegie Hall in 1939 and at
Town Hall in 1944.
Funeral services were held Feb. 9 at
Universal Funeral Chapel in Manhattan.

The festival’s supporters include Bing
Crosby, Joe Vcnuti and Reynolds Metals.
Reynolds plans to sponsor a television
show of the second festival if the first
proves successful.
For information about tickets for the
two evening concerts and one matinee,
write Dixieland Monterey, P.O. Box 1622,
Monterey, Calif. 93940.

HAWES AND SOLAL JOIN
HANDS IN PIANO TEAM
Pianist Hampton Hawes, currently on
a world tour which began in September,
has payed playing visits to London, Oslo,
Helsinki, Copenhagen, Berlin. Rome, Ma
drid, Barcelona, and several other Eu
ropean cities.
Hawes recorded in Germany, and spent
the month of January at the Cameleon,
a small left-bank club in Paris, with
bassist Henri Texier and drummer Daniel
Humair.
While there, he struck up a friendship
with French pianist Martial Solal and

DIXIELAND FESTIVAL
AT MONTEREY IN MAY

Luckey Roberts
Significant Link

ly active as a very successful society band
leader. He was a favorite in Palm Beach
and Newport, R.I. circles, and struck up a
friendship with the Prince of Wales, who
sat in with his band and solicited his
advice on record collecting. Roberts also
worked as accompanist for the comedy
team of Moran and Mack, with whom he
made his first published recording in 1926.
Roberts continued to lead dance bands
well into the '30s. In later years, he oper
ated Luckey’s Rendezvous, a bar and
restaurant on St. Nicholas Avc. in Harlem,
which became a favorite meeting place
for artists and entertainers. In 1941, he
scored the biggest hit of his career with
Moonlight Cocktail (recorded by Glenn
Miller), followed by the 1942 success
Massachusetts.
In the late ’50s, Roberts suffered a
stroke and went into retirement, but he
often played piano and entertained for the
inmates at Veterans Hospitals in New
York City.
Though neglected by historians, Roberts
was an important musical figure. As a
pianist, he was a significant link between

Already the site of annual jazz and pop
festivals, Monterey, Calif., is scheduled to
add Dixieland to its musical spectrum.
The first Monterey Dixieland Festival
will be held May 10 and 11, according to
its founder and business manager Don
Lewis. Lewis is a 36-year-old Dixieland
aficionado and onetime banjo player from
Chico, Calif.
Several groups, including Louis Arm
strong and his All-Stars, Al Hirt, Turk
Murphy, Pete Fountain, and the South
Market St. Jazz Band already have been
signed and negotiations for others arc
underway, Lewis said. The first of what
likely will be several nostalgic notes was
sounded with Lewis’ announcement that
Bob Crosby had been booked and was
hoping to recruit some of his original
Bobcats for the occasion. There also will
be a 10-piece festival band led by Phil
Howe of Sacramento.
The festival's board of directors consists
of Monterey business men, with Dick
O’Kane, owner of The Warehouse, as
president; stockbroker Billy Rather, vice
president; Dr. Fred Dulfy, secretary, and
William Griffith, treasurer. Other members
include Hal Hallett (one of the principal
organizers of the Monterey Jazz Festival
and its first president) and George Wise,
manager of the Monterey Fair Grounds
where the festivals are staged, and longtime
MJF board member. Honorary President is
Bill Bacin, former president of the New
Orleans Jazz Club of California.

Hawes & Solal
Four-Hand Tandem

Jean-Louis Ginibre, editor of Jazz Mag
azine. Ginibre came up with the sugges
tion that the two pianists record together,
an idea they enthusiastically accepted.
After 10 days of rehearsals, Hawes and
Solal cut an album in Paris, backed by
bassist Pierre Michelot and drummer
Kenny Clarke. The results were so in
teresting that the two pianists have decided
to join forces. They arc currently appear
ing at the Blue Note in Paris, and already
have offers for several concerts and
European festivals.
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LALO SCHIFRIN SIGNS
PACT WITH PARAMOUNT
Lalo Schifrin has signed a long-term
contract with Paramount Pictures Corp.,
which includes an exclusive recording con
tract with Dot Records and Paramount’s
publishing firms, and a non-exclusive pact
for scoring at least one motion picture
per year.
Since moving to Hollywood in 1964,
the one-time Dizzy Gillespie pianist and
noted jazz composer-arranger has made
quite a name for himself as a film and
television composer. His most recent as
signment is to score The Brotherhood,
starring Kirk Douglas. It will be his 16th
feature film; others include Cool Hand
Luke (an Oscar contender), The Fox,
The Cincinnati Kid, and The President's
Analyst.
Among Schifrin’s TV credits are Mis
sion: Impossible and The Rise and Fall of
the Third Reich, a series of three hourlong ABC specials to be shown March 6,
8 and 9.
Though Schifrin made his U.S. reputa
tion through his jazz work, he is a solidly
grounded classical musician. The son of
a former concert master of the Buenos
Aires Philharmonic, he studied composi
tion with Juan Carlos Paz in his native
Argentina, and later won a scholarship to
the Paris Conservatory.

POTPOURRI

commission since it was established in
April, 1964 under terms of a state law de
signed “to stimulate and expand the role
of the arts in California."
•
Alto saxophonist Marion Brown, en
joying a lengthy stay in Europe, concertized in Paris at the American Center
for Students and Artists wilh two Dutch
musicians, bassist Maarten van Reglern
Atternn and drummer Han Bennink.
The trio also did a program for Baton
Rouge, a television show. Also in January,
Brown did 10 days at Le Chat Qui Pechc
in Paris with Barre Phillips, bass, and
Steve McCall, drums.
•

Saxophonist-composer Ed Summerlin
has been commissioned by the Church of
Christ in Longmeadow, Mass, to write a

contemporary religious work for adult
choir, youth choir, organ, chamber or
chestra and rock-and-roll group. The new
work entitled Celebration, The Word Is
will be premiered on March 31 with the
composer conducting. Summerlin has also
been commissioned by the Nassau County
Council of Churches to compose a con
temporary cantata for chamber orchestra,
jazz soloist and chorus. The new cantata
will be presented in concert with a Bach
cantata based on the same text, Christ
Lay in Death's Dark Prison. Summerlin
was chairman of the University Christian
Movement's Quadrennial Conference held
in Cleveland in late December. He headed
a group comprised of Don Heckman,
alto saxophone; Richard Youngstein, bass;
and Joe Cocuzzo, drums. The quartet
played jazz concerts, dances, and closed
circuit TV programs.

ODE TO PHILLY JOE
philly joe jones

is the latest American
musician to cast an appraising eye at the
European possibility. The former Miles
Davis drummer and father of a whole
school of percussion left the U.S. last
October to participate in the Berlin Jazz
Festival. He appeared there with clari
netist Tony Scott and a gang of Indo
nesian musicians and broke it up in an
impromptu jam session before moving
on to London, where he is currently
teaching bassist John Hart.
“I wanted to see London,” declared

to go into Ronnie Scott’s Club in March
in company with his old associate, tenor
saxophonist Hank Mobley. “Hank’s got a
lot of new things he’s come up with, so
I'm sure the repertoire will be pretty
good,” said Jones, who is eagerly look
ing forward to working regularly again.
“We'll play jazz, but you may also hear
us playing the type of music the Beatles
play. That type of rhythm at least.”
After London, the drummer plans to
play Manchester's Club 43 and take a
look at another British Midlands town,

Jones, “and when I ran into my friend
John, he had no one lo study with. Since
I’ve been into harmony and composition
and whatnot, and play several instru
ments, I’m living with John and helping
him with his music.” In confirmation,
Hart said; “Philly’s an excellent teacher.
Il’s an experience for me.”
Jones, who first visited England in
warlime as a soldier (“I’m seeing il for
the first lime as a man"), lives surround
ed by manuscript paper in Hampstead, a
smart London suburb. He was expected

Birmingham. Then he’ll move on to
Scandinavia wilh Mobley and play a few
German dates with a fellow expatriate,
alto saxophonist Herb Geller. And then?
"Not back to the States," the drummer
stressed. “Maybe the Far East.”
Eventually, Jones hopes to teach drum
ming in the more receptive (in his esti
mation) European climate. “I think more
drummers should teach,” he maintained.
“If you have that much to give, it's up
to you to go out and give it.”
—Valerie Wilmer

“No more ballads for me, unless they're
blues,” Jimmy Witherspoon declared in
San Francisco during the course of his
week’s engagement at the Both/And club.
“It just wasn’t me,” he added, explaining
his decision to wipe out the syrupy, com
mercially oriented ballads that for a time
were part of his repertoire. “I was going
along with my manager.” Witherspoon’s
rise as a blues singer began in 1944 when
he joined Jay McShann’s swinging Kansas
City band, replacing Walter Brown.
•

When pianist Art Hodes brought clari
netist Barney Bigard to Chicago to guest
on his WTTW-TV show (see p. 40), he
also arranged for Bigard to record for
Bob Koester’s Delmark label. There
were two dates, one with a quartet
(Bigard, Hodes, bassist Rail Wilson, and
drummer Barrett Deems), the other with
trumpeter Nap Trottier and trombonist
Georg Brunis added.

general manager of the
Monterey Jazz Festival, has been ap
pointed executive secretary of the Cali
fornia Arts Commission. Lyons resigned
his membership on the 15-member com
mission, of which he was chairman, in
order to accept the staff position. In his
new job, he will be based at commission
headquarters in Sacramento. As executive
secretary, he will direct the commission
staff and consultants. He also will con
tinue as general manager of the jazz festi
val. Lyons has been a member of the
Jimmy Lyons,
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From Bagpipes To Jazz

Jim Blackley:
Swinging Scot
you sense both patience and determi
nation in the quietly effective, knowledge
able manner of Jim Blackley when he
talks about his favorite subject—drums,
drummers and drumming.
Blackley, a New Yorker by way of
Scotland (he was born in Edinburgh 40
years ago), Toronto and Vancouver,
opened The Jim Blackley School of
Modern Drumming at 756 Seventh
Avenue on Jan. 15. This would not be
particularly unusual—apart from the
esteem in which he is held as a teacher
—if Blackley’s background was an
ordinary one. However, when a man
comes out of a Scottish bagpipe band
to show young American jazz drummers
where it’s at, that’s news.
To Blackley, who at 17 was runner-up

NOTES
FROM
ALL
OVER
Feather’s
Nest
By LEONARD FEATHER

Constantly Inconstant
Information: In my original Encyclo
pedia of Jazz the composer of 'Round
Midnight was listed as Thelonious Sphere
Monk, b. New York City, 10/10/20.
Later it was pointed out that like a num
ber of other musicians who came to New
York in infancy and prefer to name the
Apple as their birthplace. Monk actually
was from the south.
The Encyclopedia of Jazz in the '60s
lists Monk’s home town correctly as
Rocky Mount, N.C. But now comes
news that I was still wrong, on two other
counts. I have on my desk a photostat of
Monk’s birth certificate. It reads as fol
lows:
Name: Thelious Junior Monk, Sex:
Boy. Birthplace: Rocky Mount, Edge
combe County. Birthdate: October 10,
1917.
I have not investigated the matter of
how the “Sphere” originated. Possibly
young Thelious felt it would add a color
ful touch. It is interesting, also, to note
that Thelious Monk Sr. was married to
Barbra (sic) Monk, So that's where
Streisand got her bright idea.
*
*
*
The British Musicians’ Union recently
slapped $24,000 worth of veto against a
pop group that had planned to tour
Rhodesia. The combo—Dave Dee, Dozy,
department of

in the solo drum division of the World
Pipe Band Drumming Competition, the
evolution is not that strange. There arc
two kinds of pipe band drumming. One
is for marching. The other, explains
Blackley, “is not military. It is used
to accompany a solo piper and the
rhythms are derived from the rhythmicmelodic line of the bagpipes." He feels
that this aspect of the music is extremely
close to jazz. Perhaps this explains that
when he first heard jazz, as played by
the Max Roach-Clifford Brown Quintet
in 1953, he was “never more emotionally
moved in my whole life. Max changed
my whole life."
At the time he heard Brown-Roach
Inc., Blackley was in Toronto, where he
served as a pipe drum instructor in the
R.C.A.F. until 1956. His decision to take
up jazz drums periodically led him to
New York for lessons. lie was disap
pointed in the clinical approach. “My
development came from listening,” he
explains. While he has the greatest re
spect for the rudimental drummer, he
“will not concede for one minute that
the requirements of the nidimentalist

Beaky, Mick and Tich—would have
grossed that much during their concerts.
They say they had extracted a promise
from the booker that their audience
would not be segregated.
This did not, however, satisfy the
BMU secretary, who could hardly have
been more emphatic: “Wc have an ab
solute ban on our artists’ appearing in
countries where there is racial discrim
ination.”
You’d never know it from watching
the Ed Sullivan show.
* * *
Department of Full Circles: Three or
four years ago, just around the time
when she was reaching unprcdictcd
heights of fame and fortune, Nancy Wil
son split with her manager, John Levy,
and signed a new deal with Jay Cooper,
who for some time previously had been
handling her legal business.
There were many cries of outrage.
Miss Wilson was the subject of vicious
attacks, was accused of being a traitor
to her race, and of deserting the man
wiio had helped build her reputation.
During this period I had a discussion
with her and was convinced that her
actions were motivated simply by what
she felt, at that particular point, would
be in the best interests of her career. I
didn’t know whether she was right or
wrong, but nevertheless was sure that the
virulent opposition she had encountered
was founded on unjust accusations.
All this would not be worth mention
ing now accept for an ironic footnote:
a couple of months ago she broke with
Cooper, and signed a new deal—with
John Levy. John had remained friendly
with her throughout the whole time when
she was under fire, just as he remains
close to George Shearing and other art
ists whom he no longer manages.
We live in times of such unprecedented
sensitivity that it is incumbent on all of
us to bear in mind one simple but often-

have any true connection with that of
the jazz performer.
“Reading is important," says BlackIcy, “but I stress that music can be made
totally by ear. Too many drummers get
tied up in a chart and no music comes
out."
When he moved to Vancouver, B.C.
in 1957, Blackley began teaching jazz
drums because of “the many young,
enthusiastic drummers around me that
had no direction. I teach,” he states,
“because I love to teach.”
Jim Blackley’s Drum Village in Van
couver became a haven for students,
and for the established name drummers
who passed through the area. Among his
pupils were Terry Clarke, formerly with
John Handy and now with the Fifth
Dimension; Jerry Fuller, now working
in Toronto; Stan Perry and Blaine Wikjord in Montreal; and Ted Lewis, “a
kid playing with The Vanccuvers—
signed to Motown—one of the best r&b
drummers ever.”
Drum Village was a store as well as
a studio. There were clinics as well as
private lessons. At the urging of Dannie
ignored point: not every action, every
decision, every performance in music is
necessarily tied to our social agony.
Business transactions, regardless of what
ethnic groups may be involved, are as
likely as not to be inspired by prag
matism as by pride or prejudice.
*
*
*
By the time you read this, New Or
leans will have celebrated its Mardi Gras.
At the moment I am studying a news
story from Washington. “The Navy has
instructed sailors participating in the
Mardi Gras ... to comply with the
policy of discrimination against Ne
groes, Jews and Italians adhered to by
many of the carnival bails.” This from
an official Navy memorandum embody
ing the directive and explaining that
most of the carnival organizations will
not issue an invitation to a Negro, a
Jew or an Italian.
Visions of parallels float through my
head. I see the grand New Orleans Inter
national Jazz Festival (May 12 through
May 18) boycotted both by musicians
and spectators of black, Jewish or
Italian ancestry. Can you imagine how
much festival would remain?
Fortunately, it would seem that the
organizers of the festival do not belong
to the breed of cat inclined to go along
with local customs of bigotry. Besides,
the General Chairman of the affair is
Seymour Weiss; there is somebody on
the planning committee named Joseph
Gemelli; and no doubt Danny Barker
will be actively involved, as he is in so
many of the better things that happen
in the Land of Dreams.
There is one group, however, that I’d
be delighted to sec systematically ex
cluded from the festival: all officers In
volved in the conception, writing and
distribution of that Navy directive. May
they be confined to their ships from
now until the next Jim Crow Mardi
Gras.
EIS
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Richmond, Charles Mingus’ drummer,
Blackley put his leaching materials into
two books, Syncopated Rolls For the
Modern Drummer, Vols. 1&2. “It is the
author’s sincere belief,” he writes, “that
the lack of drummers capable of utilizing
the abundance of roll possibilities avail
able to them stems from the teaching
of rolls from a numerical system rather
than a rhythmical one; Ihe numerical
system being that which has been handed
down by our rudimental predecessors."
Another theory that Blackley feels
strongly about is that “everything that's
played in jazz drumming is an extension
of the right hand on the cymbal. First

of all, a young drummer should strive
to accomplish playing swinging time on
the cymbal at any tempo—with sticks
and brushes."
Blackley spent 10 years in Vancouver,
where he played with Dave Robbins’
CBC Jazz Workshop Band. In New
York, he plans to play as well as teach.
“I'll never die in the studio," he says.
“I want to live in a world of reality.
“I prepare the students mentally as
well as physically,” says Blackley. “I
teach them how to listen—to hear chord
changes and a good bass line. The ability
to hear these things develops a good
drummer.’’
—Gitler

STRICTLY AD LIB
New York: New York University's sec
ond annual Spring Jazz Festival was
scheduled to get under way March 4 in
the south lobby of Loeb Student Center.
The projected lineup was the Roy Eld
ridge Quintet (March); the Zoot Sims-Al
Colm Quintet in the morning and the
Jazz Comets (Ted Curson, trumpet;
Nick Brignola, baritone saxophone; Dick
Berk, drums) in the afternoon of March
5; trumpeter Jimmy Owens’ quartet in
the a.m. slot and vibist Bobby Hutcher
son’s fivesome in the p.m. of March 6,
and the Phil Woods Quartet and Clark
Tcrrys’ big band for the March 7 windup.
Morning concerts were slated for 11;
afternoons at 2. The student chairman for
the event is David Bell . . . Trumpeter
Dou Cherry is in Sweden to do the score
for the Swedish Film Institute’s Camera I,
and to conduct three weekly seminars
under the sponsorship of the Swedish
government. While still in New York,
Cherry attended courses in electronic mu
sic at Columbia University, and in Europe,
he plans to resume his studies with Turk
ish trumpeter Maffy Falay, and also in
tends to take up French horn. In April,
Cherry will tour Germany with vibist
Karl Berger, and come fall, he is sched
uled to introduce Lighthouse, a new work
by Ornette Coleman, at ihc Berlin Jazz
Days. Coleman himself was in France in
February for a series of concerts . . . The
Jazz Composers Orchestra Association

This unusual-looking instrument is a contra-contra-bass trumpet, played by its
inventor, Dick Hyde, who recently unveiled it at Donte’s in Los Angeles. Hyde, who
plays slide and valve trombone, fluegelhorn, euphonium, and tuba, claims that his
CCBT, which uses a medium tuba mouthpiece and employs trumpet fingering,
solves the projection problems of the tuba and has a slightly higher range. He did
not say if weight-lifting experience is also required.
cHaro/oii.L mckay

Henry Mancini is the cherry in the middle of this flute salad, the occasion being
a studio call to record the music for Peter Gunn. From left to right (top): Ted Nash,
Buddy Collette, Gene Cipriano, Willie Schwartz, Ethmer Roten, Bernie Fleischer,
Bud Shank, Justin Gordon; (bottom); Plas Johnson, Art Smith, Harry Klee, John
Lowe.
I-HOT /
US :CAHLETON
o
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he

has recorded A Suite by trumpeter Mike
Manlier, the organization’s director. Per
sonnel included Cherry and Mantier,
trumpets; Jimmy Knepper, trombone;
Steve Lacy, soprano sax; Gato Barbieri,
tenor sax; Carla Bley, piano, and a fivebass team of Kent Carter, Ron Carter,
Richard Davis, Charlie Haden, and Reg
gie Workman . , . Blues singer-pianist
Memphis Slim has been signed to per
form in the Warner Bros, film The Ser
geant, starring Rod Steiger . . . Pianist
Waller Bishop has been aclive on the
local scene of late. He and his quartet
(Harold Vick, soprano and tenor saxo
phones; Reggie Johnson, bass; Leo Mor
ris, drums) played at Slugs’ in January,
and did a concert for Chris White’s
Rhythm Associates and a session for Jazz
Interactions at the Red Garter. Tenorist
George Coleman subbed for Vick at the
conclusion of the hitler bash . . . The
“Jazz on a Saturday Afternoon” sessions
produced by Jim Harrison and Ernie
Jackson has shifted operations from the
East Village into Slugs’. First attraction
there was the J. C. Moses-Pharaoh Sand
ers Quartet, followed on successive Sat
urdays by a trumpet battle (Charles Tol
liver, Jimmy Owens, Woody Shaw) and
the Sonny Red-Bobby Timmons Quar
tet, with singer Evelyn Blakey . . . Elvin
Jones, heading a new trio (Joe Farrell,
tenor saxophone, flute; Jimmy Garrison,
bass), played a week at Slugs’ recently.
After a Sunday session at the Dom, with
trumpeter Blue Mitchell aboard, the trio
did two weekends at the Village Van/continued on page 49

There’s a world swing to Premier...
o

Now Max
Roach Fl
joins us
While Max was over in Europe recently, his
friend, the great Kenny Clarke, advised him to
try a Premier outfit. Max did. His verdict?
The greatest. Now he plays nothing else.
But you don’t have to go to Europe to try
Premier. Just contact us at the addresses below.
We’ll do the rest.

In U.S.A. Premier Drums,
825 Lafayette St., New Orleans, La,70116

In Canada Premier Drums,
130 Bates Road, Montreal 8

f l fatilia

Duke Ellington band re
turned to New York in January after
a long sojourn in the hinterlands, it
promptly went into rehearsal for the
Ed Sullivan Show, on which the nation
was introduced to Acht O'clock Rock
(its new single), the leader’s electric
piano and the band’s new bassist, Jeff
Castleman.
Jt was after one of these rehearsals
that the band began work on the new
Sacred Concert in a small hall off 8th
Ave. There, the astonishingly beautiful
soprano voice of Swedish singer Alice
Babs was heard for the first time in
Ellington’s new compositions, and Ben
ny Green and Steve Little were added
to the trombone and rhythm sections
respectively.
From Monday to Friday (Jan. 1519) of the following week, right up to
an hour before the premiere, there were
long and patient rehearsals in a large
room alongside the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine on 112th St. and Am
sterdam Ave. With a thousand details
to attend to, and scores of officials,
visitors and reporters to speak to,
Ellington himself was consistently the
most relaxed and good-humored person
present. He maintained a flow of en
couraging banter with the band.
“Then you blow it,” he said, after
imitating the sound he wanted from
the horns. A musician suggested that
since he did it so well, he should leave
it in the concert.
“I wasn’t born to do that,” he replied.
“After you get through blowing, I bow.”
At the end of a particularly arduous
rehearsal, there were some long faces
when the
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as instruments were packed.
“You’ve had a rough time today,”
Ellington announced cheerfully, “but
there’s reward in sight for you!”
This brought the expected reaction;
expressions of scornful disbelief, ironic
laughs and incredulous smiles. Spirits
rose, however, at the prompt realiza
tion that adversity was not personal,
but something shared.
The final dress rehearsal came all
too quickly. At one point, Ellington was
stretched out full length on his back
on the red-carpeted stand, calmly con
sidering his band’s performance. Tom
Whaley and young Roscoe Gill had
been deputized to rehearse choirs, but
the ultimate responsibility remained
his. No one else knew how the various
pieces of his huge mosaic were to be
fitted together. The score sheets were
marked with abbreviations characteris
tic of his private code, and sometimes
even his musicians seemed to find them
mysterious. A worksheet produced
during the last afternoon nevertheless
accorded in all essential details with the
program sent to the printers four days
earlier.
on Jan. 19 in
the Cathedral of St. John the Divine,
the largest cathedral in the world, was
an occasion in every sense of the word.
Any review of it would necessarily be
subjective, since the huge building’s
huge echo created an acoustical night
mare. The painful glare of CBS’ tv
lights (the event was being taped for
a future ‘'special”) was a further
handicap to appreciation, but the audi
ence of over 6000 seemed to get its
the concert presented

collective kicks, and a useful sum must
have been raised for Exodus House and
its cause—rehabilitation from drug ad
diction.
The Bishop of New York spoke well
in introduction, and Alec Wyton played
a formidable organ piece, Praise Him
in the Sound of the Trumpet, before
Ellington got his forces under way. The
organ sound, projected at the high
gothic roof, rolled around with notice
ably less distortion than the band was
subjected to down on the floor at the
crossing.
All this served rather like an extra
dress rehearsal for the performance the
following night at the much smaller
church of St. Mark’s in New Canaan,
Conn. The acoustics and sound system
in this modern building were excellent,
and the church’s own admirable choir
(partly rehearsed by Roscoe Gill) was
mounted right behind the band, and
on the same platform. (At St. John’s,
the A.M.E. Mother Zion Church Choir
and the men of the cathedral choir
were seated to the left of the band,
and the youngsters of the St. Hilda's
and St. Hugh’s School choirs to the
right. As at the original concert in San
Francisco, there were problems in re
lating the choirs to the whole, and it
seems that the contrasting effect Elling
ton wants from young and adult voices
can best be realized when the choirs
are close together, which was the case
at the A.M.E. Mother Zion Cathedral
in Harlem last April.)
In addition to the superior acoustics,
St. Mark’s had gone to the trouble of
printing most of the lyrics in the pro
gram, a valuable help at any time and
especially at a concert where nearly all
the compositions were entirely new.
This fact, along with the originality
and quality of the music, was what
made the concert a landmark in Elling
ton’s career. He had undoubtedly
profited from his experience with the
original Sacred Concert, and he had
clearly been able to devote more time
to the preparation of this one, although
the words he had addressed to a zealous
member of the “advisory committee”
a few months earlier, in the writer’s
presence, kept coming to mind:
“I don't need time. What I need is a
deadline!”
the concert began with a solemn
theme, Praise God, which was largely
entrusted—as was the opening state
ment of the original Sacred Concert—to
Harry Carney and his baritone saxo
phone. The noble and reverent sound
Carney produced from his instrument
triumphed over even the acoustics of
St. John’s. The trombones and Jeff
Castleman’s bowed bass also contributed
/Continued on page 44

you’re walking through Man
hattan’s Central Park any evening in
the near future, and you spot a fire
coming from an upper story of one of
the elegant Central Park West apart
ment houses, don’t call for the hookand-ladclers until you’ve determined the
source of the blaze. More than likely
it’s Max Roach—and everything’s un
der control.
This polyhedron of music activity,
whose name is a synonym for lyrical
dynamism in jazz percussion—but jazz
percussion atone for all too many—is
usually afire with one or more of the
gross of ideas and activities of a life
inspired by—and dedicated to—the vi
tal heritage of, as Roach himself de
fines him, the “African-American mu
sician.”
Roach has recently returned from a
tour of Great Britain with the latest
edition of his famous quintet (trum
peter Charles Tolliver, tenor saxophon
ist Odean Pope, pianist Stanley Cowell,
and the only member-in-tenure, bassist
Jymie Merritt).
Roach also just completed ail the
writing and arranging for the second
album of choral and orchestral works
tinder his leadership. The first, It’s
Time (issued on Impulse in 1962), is
one example of the drummer-leader
writer-arranger’s innovative tendencies.
Aside from the Charlie Parker session
with the Dave Lambert Singers of a
decade before, no attempt had been
made to marry jazz and voices until
the problem was appROACHed by the
drummer. Certainly, nothing on so am
bitious a scale had ever been tried up
to that point. Subsequent to Time's re
lease, however, a spate of choral-instru
mental efforts have come forth, all
bearing an obvious debt to Roach’s
work.
Though a proliferation of metric
structures is common to jazz today, it
was only a little more than a decade
ago that Roach led the first LP to deal
exclusively in a time signature other
than 4/4: Jazz in 3/4 (a 1957 Em
Arcy release).
Not long before that, on Max Roach
Phis Four (EmArcy), the drummer
performed on one track, Dr. Free-Zee,
with tympanies in an overdub of his
work on a regular drumset. In addition
to being the first extensive use of tym
panies in a modern jazz context, it was
also one of the earliest instances of
multi-taping on a jazz record.
Following that, such albums as Quiet
As It's Kept introduced 5/4-time to
jazz. In another consideration of the
Time album, as well as his latest LP
(as of this writing), Drums Unlimited,
PHOTO

OVERLEAF:

BILL
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the most diverse excursions in metric
variance by a single percussionist is ex
hibited; everything from 3/4 lo 7/8 to
6/4 and beyond, it must be said that
though nearly two years have passed
since Unlimited and five have gone by
since Time, a more consistently iluid
attack in so many meters has yet to be
recorded. Unlimited is also the show
case for a triptych of percussion mono
logues (For Big Sid, The Drum Also
Waltzes, and the title track) that still
defy duplication as models of self-suffi
cient drum work.
However, the drummer isn’t looking
over the stern to check the effects of
his wake, but peering over the bow at
the horizon. With his wife, Abbey
Lincoln, Roach has just finished a mu
sical comedy, tentatively titled Great
Town, which was written for Broadway
production. Miss Lincoln, herself a
many-sided talent (singer-wriler-actress;
her latest venture in the latter category
being the title role in the forthcoming
film For the Love of Ivy, opposite Sid
ney Poitier), contributed the lyrics and
shared the writing of the book with
the drummer. In turn, Roach supplied
the music.
“The title is flexible,” said Roach.
“What we have here is a musical com
edy, showcasing 18 songs; her words,
my music!” It is obvious, seeing the
Roaches together at work, that they
make a team in more ways than one.
Not long ago, Roach singlehandedly
produced, directed and choreographed
Another Valley, a musical about which
the late New York Herald Tribune’s
theater critic said: “Angry . . . threat
ening, proud, it basically reflected a
courageous jazz musician’s view on the
march of events here and in Africa. . . .
A production of this kind indicates a
new direction for jazz, packed as it is
wilh unconcealed racial, social and po
litical significance. While some jazz
musicians flirt with the symphony,
others think in terms of an African
heritage."
It is wilh this heritage that Roach
has proven himself most consistently oc
cupied. In addition to his many musical
innovations, Roach is a charter mem
ber of the small group of AfricanAmerican musicians who have always
been what is known of today as “mili
tant.” This was the case long before
“militancy” became safely popular,
long before the word was even used in
its present context.
By some standards, the social signifi
cance of his work has seemed to rival
the power of his music. The double
entendre or on-the-button effect of al
bum and tune titles such as It’s Time;
We Insist! Freedom Now Suite; Man
from South Africa; Driva’ Man; Gar

vey’s Ghost, and Living Room, was for
more than a few people—critics and
audience alike—an unpardonable sin.
“After all,” many were wont to say,
“the only thing that matters is the
music.” With Roach, however, it was
the music, and the posture of it all was
merely an awareness of the world
around him, reflected sensitively
ihrough his beloved medium.
“I would say modestly that all mu
sicians around the world today who are
of African heritage, that is, those from
South America, the Bahamas, the West
Indies, and certainly North America
and Africa itself, have influenced a
good 90 percent of the music on this
planet,” Roach declared. “This is evi
denced by the fact that it is creating
fortunes for all those who even dabble
with it lightly or ignorantly. All of this
is actually quite a compliment to the
talents of the musician of African
heritage.”

p

|%oach stresses the tradition of
heritage, secs the lineage as long,
bright, and still fruitful as always, like
an evergreen tree: “Our music, as was
so eloquently stated by one of my dear
est colleagues, was passed down ‘from
mouth to mouth.’ Some of ihe greatest
contributors lo the art of percussion
have been Chick Webb, Sid Catlett,
Roy Haynes, Ike Day, Kenny Clarke,
Elvin Jones and Tony Williams, and
there is some young kid working out at
home somewhere who is almost ready
to shake us all up.”
And, standing high on anyone elses
list, is Roach himself. A capsule collec
tion of critical reviews of his efforts
reveals the drummer’s actual impact on
the music scene:
“Roach continues to be head and
shoulders above every other drum
mer in his musical conception of
a drum solo . . . unfailing good
taste . . . magnificent music, pow
erful music, vital music.”
—Down Beat
“Brilliantly shaded and varied vir
tuosity.”
—New York Times
“Packs a whale of a wallop.”
—New York Journal American
“His drum work is a captivating
combination of rare taste, inven
tiveness, nimble skill.”
-—-Washington Daily News
“Sharp rapping excitement and
brilliantly contrasted rhythms . . .
a rare treatise on percussion.”
—Village Voice
People have been writing this way
about Roach for over 20 years, but the
greatest compliment, perhaps, was one

he received via a poll of 100 leading
musicians—his peers. They voted Roach
“Greatest drummer of all lime.”
Meanwhile, the drummer has been
finding new and more exciting levels
of presentation for his talents. In addi
tion to television work in the four
largest U.S. cities, Roach has appeared
on shows originating from Paris, Tokyo
and West Germany.
Roach did the score for a Japanese
film, The Black Sun, and has per
formed in the recent past with the
Boston Symphony percussion ensem
ble, the Kalamazoo (Mich.) Sym
phony Orchestra and the Monterey
(Calif.) Symphony. In a less glorious
but more lucrative setting, Roach the
composer scores many of the television
commercials that are beginning to
rival in interest the material within the
shows they interrupt.
Having just finished transcribing a
book of his drum solos, preparing for
tours of college campuses with his
chorus and orchestra, writing commer
cials, getting his musical comedy set
for production, traveling with his quin
tet, doing an occasional percussion
clinic, getting set to record his next
album, readying his group for an April
tour of Japan, etc.. Max Roach proves
to be the archetype of the “on fire"
musician. But please, don’t call the fire
department—it’s such a choice flame.

Mr. & Mrs. Roach

Listed below is a selection of albums
on which Roach was commander-inchief. (The asterisks indicate records
that arc no longer available, but well
worth looking for.)
At Basin Street, Mercury 36070
Clifford Brown with Max Roach,
Mercury 36036
Deeds Not Words, Riverside 280/1122*
Drummin’ The Blues, Liberty 3064
Jazz in 3/4 Time,
Mercury 36108/80002*
Max, Cadet 623
Moon-Faced & Starry-Eyed,
Mercury 20539/60215*
On The Chicago Scene, Mercury 36132*
Plays Charlie Parker,
Mercury 36127/80019*
Plus Four, Mercury 36098*
Best of Roach and Brown, Gene Nor
man Presents 18
Phis Four at Newport,
Mercury 36140/80010*
Quiet As It’s Kept, Mercury 20491*
Percussion Ensemble,
Mercury 36144/80015*
Percussion, Bitter Sweet, ABC Para
mount (Impulse)
We Insist! Freedom Now Suite,
Candid 8002/9002*
It’s Time, Impulse 16
Drums Unlimited, Atlantic 1467 EI3
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FRANKIE

STUDIO
by HARVEY SIDERS

band straight
from working your way through college
doing a little “GB” (“general business”
—the East Coast equivalent of “casu
als”) on the side is tantamount to com
ing up with the Yankees directly from
the sandlots. It happened to Frankie
Capp at age 19.
Opportunity, in Capp’s case, was a
phone call from California. Kenton’s
booming voice asked whether Frankie
would be interested in joining his or
chestra. Capp’s reply was succinct:
“I’m packed and ready to go. How
soon?”
He had no regrets about leaving his
native Worcester, which is 40 miles
west of Boston. Literally and figurative
ly, Worcester was a two-syllable town
(Massachusetts is sprinkled with simi
lar Colonial holdovers; e.g., Gloucester,
Leicester), with nothing to sustain a
young jazzman at that time except
Boots Mussulli. What jazz activity ex
isted in the area centered around the
to join stan kenton’s
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ex-Kenton altoist (who died last year)
as a teacher and creative spark plug.
Mussulli saw a promising drummer
in young Capp, and when he heard that
Kenton was breaking up his band to
take a bunch of unknown youngsters on
the road, he recommended Capp as
Shelly Manne’s replacement.
Capp had no regrets about leaving
college, either. At the time, he was ma
joring in music education at Boston
University, with a minor in composi
tion, studying counterpoint with com
poser Hugo Norden, but as he recalled,
"1 didn’t graduate from B.U.; I went
with Kenton, did one-nighters and rec
ord dates—all the things that were sev
enth heaven to me.”
It was an auspicious start, but in es
sence he was running before having
learned to walk. “Stan didn’t have real
strong men in the band. They were all
new, like myself. Guys like Shelly, Milt
Bernhart, Bud Shank, had decided to
stay in Los Angeles, but Stan still had

a complicated book. And besides, I had
never worked with a bass player before!
All those gigs with Boots back in New
England usually consisted of sax, piano
and drums. Sometimes a trumpet. This
was a totally new experience for me.
For seven months Stan fathered me,
but one night—we were in Montreal, I
think—he took me backstage and said
‘Look, Frankie, I know how much this
job means to you and I think you’ve got
a great career ahead of you, but I’m
going to have to let you go. You’re just
not ready—you’re not progressing fast
enough. I’ve been waiting for the right
opportunity. I didn't want to let you go
until something else came along.’ ”
The “something else” was Neal Hef
ti’s band. “That’s how much Kenton
thought of me. Wasn’t he a gas? Be
sides, I felt even better when I learned
that Stan had fired seven other guys at
the same time,” Capp remembered.
When Capp replaced Hefti’s drum
mer, he realized that this was the kind

of band he should have started with.
"Neal had a smaller band: just five
brass—much lighter lo hold together.
Beginning with Neal and moving up to
Kenton would have been the logical
progression.”
While thinking about this reverse
order of things, the drummer volun
teered a flashback. He was about four
years old, he said, when his uncle gave
him a pair of drum sticks. “I ruined all
the window sills in the house by bang
ing on them. The sticks completely
gassed me. Then, when I was old
enough to carry a drum, there I was in
the drum corps of the American Le
gion or V.F.W.—I can’t remember
which—with military competitions,
street parades, all that stuff.
“In high school, my interest in jazz
began. The first band I ever saw was
Ellington’s, and I’ll never forget the im
pact it made on me; probably the same
that the Beaties have on today’s young
sters.
“The next band I saw was Tbmniy
Dorsey’s, when Buddy Rich was with
him. His solos turned me around al
together. In fact, they still do,” he said.
After 10 months, the Hefti band be
gan to scuffle; layoffs became more nu
merous, and eventually the band dis
solved. Frankie returned home, found
the Worcester-Bost on scene still stag
nant, and became more determined to
head west for good.
this time
in the person of trumpeter Pete Can
doli, who was then working with Peggy
Lee at New York’s La Vie En Rose.
The singer's drummer, Ed Shaughnessy,
was leaving, and through Candoli, Capp
joined the group. After a brief tour he
wound up in Los Angeles, where he
immediately put in for his Local 47
card. Since 1953, he has been a con
firmed Angeleno.
“It wasn’t all studio work from that
point on,” Capp remarked. “I worked
with Marty Paich’s trio; then with the
bands of Harry James, Billy May and
Charlie Barnet, and that entailed quite
a bit of traveling. And there were well
paying jobs with night club acts: Dor
othy Dandridge, Betty Hutton. I also
paid my dues in this town. I’ve worked
the strip joints here. A lot of those gigs
were with Joe Maini. And I’ll never
forget another saxophonist, whose rou
tine was called 'Sex on a Sax.’ That was
15 years ago, and he’s still doing the
same thing. Me? I’ve gotta keep mov
ing. I can’t sit still."
His next big break came in 1957. He
was working with Betty Hutton in Las
Vegas and met Andre Previn. A deep
friendship evolved, and as a result, Capp
found himself once again replacing
Shelly Manne—this time with a small
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKED AGAIN,

combo. Joining Previn’s trio (Red
Mitchell was on bass), the drummer
participated in about a dozen albums
for Contemporary and Columbia of
Previn’s jazz versions of various show
scores.
His association with Previn led
Frankie to the studios. In ’58, there was
an opening at Warner Brothers. “Andre
knew Ray Heindorf, the music director
at Warner’s, and Heindorf simply said
‘Look, if you were recommended by
Andre, that’s good enough for me. You
don’t need an audition; just sign the
contract.’ At that time the studios had
contract orchestras, but when the con
tracts came up for renewal at the end of
that year, there was a strike against the
motion picture studios, and that was the
end of contract orchestras,” Capp said.
According to Capp, he was made
“dance drummer.” There was a princi
pal percussionist in Ihe 50-man orches
tra, who specialized in tympani; and
there was also a utility drummer, who
played some tympani and some mallet
instruments. “In essence, this was my
initiation into symphonic playing. For
example, we’d be working on a Dmitri
Tiomkin score, and he might have eight
bars of snare drum; then you’d have to
run over and hit a gong, then maybe
play a few notes on chimes or xylo
phone. Each drummer had his line to
play. It was comparable to a small sym
phony orchestra.”
The requisite doubling on other in
struments was achieved by Capp via onthe-job training. He could already read
anything put in front of him, but he
still has no delusions of grandeur about
his proficiency on mallet instruments. "I
certainly don’t measure up to Emil
Richards or Larry Bunker, or any of
the other heavier mallet players in this
town, but a certain demand was made
and—well, there’s an expression that
explains it—you either do it or get off
the pot.”
While doubling is a fact of studio
life (and “studio” is a term that in
cludes motion picture calls, record
dates, live and taped television pro
grams and radio and TV jingles), Capp
doubts the wisdom of excessive doubling
by percussionists.
"To be honest, I don’t think it’s right
for a composer to demand that a drum
mer play four-note vibe chords or xylo
phone passages that require the experi
ence and ability of a veteran mallet
player. It may be poor judgment, or
even bad writing at times, but for the
most part, the reason studio players are
called upon to double so much is strict
ly economical, ” Capp pointed out.
“And there arc olher facets to this
too,” he continued. If a guy is going to
call himself a studio musician, then he’s

got lo be prepared. He’s got to make
the effort to increase his proficiency on
the mallet instruments. At the same
time, composers and especially leaders
should keep in mind the limitations of
the musicians they’re using for a par
ticular job. If they have Vic Feldman
or Ralph Hansell or Lou Singer in
mind, okay, there are no limitations.
They can do everything well. Then,
Shelly Manne will tell you himself he
can play a tympani roll or bell notes,
but if they hand him a jazz vibes part
or a hard xylophone part, he’d just
laugh at them. Now I consider myself
a doubler, to some extent. I can ex
ecute, with certain limitations, on vibes
and on tympani, but drums are my
forte’’
With more and more studio chairs
being filled by musicians whose basic
training has been in jazz, the question
was raised whether the jazz musician
or the legitimately trained musician
makes the better studio player. Capp's
answer underscored the wide gamut of
studio calls—assignments that require
the experience that both backgrounds
had to offer.
“If you ask me, a jazz musician
makes the better all-around studio mu
sician; not that there's that much free
wheeling jazz to be played on a motion
picture call, or a commercial, but so
much flexibility is required, so much
adapting to new things, that I think a
jazzman is better equipped. You know,
I find myself exposed to so many new
things that I’m actually learning every
day. The best way I can describe it is
to say that every time I go to work it’s
like an audition,” he explained.
THE INFINITE VARIETIES Of Stlldio W0fk

include having something new to play,
constantly; and someone new to play
wilh. (Substitution—mainly because of
overlapping committments—seems to
be a way of life in studio work.) Fur
thermore, there is “the producers’ cop
out: the time-is-money philosophy,” as
Capp calls it. The longer il takes the
musicians, the more it will cost in over
time, studio rental, etc. Consequently,
the pressure is always on. “The musi
cian has to go in, look at a piece of
music he’s never seen before, and by
the second time he reads it down, he’d
better play it close to perfect—in olher
words, the way the composer intended
it to sound—or he won’t get called the
next time.”
One fiasco Capp recalled involved
one of his first assignments at Warner
Brothers: recording Franz Waxman’s
score for Sayonara. ‘Td only been at
Warner’s about a month, and we had
recorded the film score in about three
days. On the fourth day, we were put
ting finishing touches to the end title.
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The last 16 bars had a big climax, and
I was playing chimes, which were ex
tremely important to Waxman because
he was trying to create a particular ef
fect. When the mixer told us he was
having trouble picking up my chimes,
Waxman insisted I bring them down
front next to the concert master. So
there I was, still green about studio
work, banging away on an unfamiliar
instrument, between the first violinist
and the podium—in front of 55 top
notch legitimate players and right under
Waxman’s nose. They roll the tape and
we begin the last 16 bars again. Every
thing’s going along well and we reach
a point about four bars from the end,
where I have a couple of solo shots—
you know, right out in the open. So I
really go for the notes and hit the cord
that holds the chime bars and the whole
instrument collapses—right in the mid
dle of this beautiful take. Well, it shook
me so much they had to call an extra
1 O-minute break while they fixed the
chimes and I stood by, trembling.”
On the subject of “takes,” Capp con
trasted the pressure of reading a film or
TV score without goofs to the ad in
finitum, ad nauseam procedure of some
rock ’n’ roll record dates. While 15 to
20 takes per tune is common practice,
some of the more affluent merchants of
rock have stretched retakes all out of
proportion.
"I did a lot of Phil Spector dates
about five years ago,” Capp said. “One
in particular I’ll never forget: it was a
Top 40 tune. The name escapes me at
the moment. Anyway, it took 10 record
dates to do! For one song! Obviously,
he was searching for something—a par
ticular sound. Whatever it was, he final
ly settled on it 10 dates later. Ten threehour sessions to produce one tune. I
tell you, it was the Chinese water tor
ture!”
Which brought up an inevitable ques
tion: Why? Why should a well-trained,
jazz-oriented drummer subject himself
to such inane repetition of non-musical
material? This is probably the crux of
the whole studio man-versus-jazz purist
controversy. This is the reason why the
purist puts down the studio player—
why he insists his work is an art, and
the other’s a business. There may be
some validity in this charge, but much
of it involves the definition of business.
Inasmuch as a studio man plays what
ever is put in front of him, his cog-inthc-wheel contribution is strictly busi
ness. But the level of the composer’s
artistry, the orchestrator’s skill and the
player’s proficiency cannot be dispar
aged when it comes to the majority of
studio assignments—or even many of
the current rock dates.
For the uncompromising jazzman,
what he plays is art—at its most un
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fettered. He need never feel ashamed of
any sound he produces, and while he
surveys the dwindling and not very
profitable outlets for his art known as
clubs, he can take some measure of
comfort in the knowledge that just
about every jazz-weaned studio musi
cian envies him his freedom.
But there are many hard-core, stub
born jazzmen who view the security of
the studio scene—and even some of the
sounds produced there—wilh mixed
feelings.
This whole grey area of art and busi
ness was best exemplified by the con
tradictory nature of this interview at
Frankie Capp’s home. Don’t miscon
strue. There are few in this business as
sincere or as candid as Capp. His in
tensity on the job could easily be inter
preted as coldness, yet, devoid of sticks,
he is one of the warmest and most en
gaging individuals in the profession,
and one of its most entertaining racon
teurs.
Unlike many of his colleagues, he
has no difficulty expressing himself. He
doesn’t need his axe to communicate.
Yet he is extremely conscious about
words, and during our meetings, often
apologized about his inability to ver
balize his thoughts. When he speaks his
mind, his only concern is not biting
the hand that feeds him so handsomely.
As he sat in the art-filled living room
of his split level Studio City home, he
pointed to various pieces he has col
lected, and to the canvases that cover
one entire wall (most of them painted
by his wife, Mina).
“I’ve earned an exceptionally good
living—beyond what I ever dreamed
possible—from the music business,” he
acknowledged. “It’s been extremely re
warding, materialistically. But there
comes a point when all the material
things and the money do not compen
sate for the esthetics that might be lost.
Now you’ll have to help me out wilh
this, man, because I don’t want to
sound theatrical or corny. But there is
still a strong desire within me to just
play jazz. I think all jazz-flavored mu
sicians feel that way. Shelly Manne’s a
good example of that. He wanted a
place where he could play. This was at
a time when he was the busiest drum
mer in town from a studio standpoint.
He still may be the busiest. Anyway,
that's why he opened his chib, the
Manne-Hole. And that’s why I’ll take
certain gigs whenever I can, even
though I’m dog-tired and the job may
pay only $19 for the night.”

champ,” was Capp’s assessment of
Brown. “He’s the Buddy Rich of the
bass. He’s the kind who makes you
play, and no matter how you play, it
feels good.”
Capp cited the bassist as a refutation
of the charges of "prejudice” from cer
tain jazz musicians who claim that they
cannot break the color barrier in the
studios.
“Now, first of all, I have never heard
of any direct prejudice whereby a mu
sician was not hired because he was
colored. That’s the truth. Of course,
Ray’s reputation preceded him here. He
was already a legend, based on what he
did with Oscar [Peterson]. But still,
there were several leaders in town who
were dubious about his ability to read
or to use a bow. Well, once he started,
word got around that he could do any
thing and do it well. And boom—he
hasn’t stopped working since.
"Out here, there is room for any
body who can master his instrument—
or instruments—and read what is re
quired of him.
“Which reminds me, you won’t find
a busier musician than Bill Green—be
cause he can play any reed instrument.
The same goes for Plas Johnson and
Buddy Collette and Jackie Kelso.
They’re not *one-horn men.’ And there
are other busy studio men like Earl
Palmer, Ed Thigpen, Bobby Bryant and
Red Callender. I repeat what I told
you—I’ve never personally seen any in
cident of prejudice in which color pre
vented someone from getting a job.
“Look at it from another angle. The
key men in this town are the contrac
tors; Jimmy Bond is one of them. He
does the composing as well as the con
ducting on a lot of his dates, and many
of his sessions call for large siring or
chestras. But you won’t find a colored
string player on his dates. Now that's
significant. Jimmy has the right to hire
anyone he pleases, but there just aren’t
any colored string players. Do you
know of any?”
Capp took great pains to emphasize
the ability-over-color factor that deter
mines the studio personnel, at the same
time agreeing that there is and always
will be politics at work when it comes
to getting “in” with certain contractors.
Frankie knows whereof he speaks re
garding contractors. He’s the one who
does the hiring for Paul Smith’s band
on the Pat Boone Show.
“Paul was a sideman ali his life, and
he realizes how important it is for side
men to keep up Iheir contacts else
where, because if the Boone show
one or the musicians he works with
as often as possible is Ray Brown. The should be cancelled and the guys have
drummer and the bassist have become been out of touch for months—yon
extremely close socially—whatever so know, refusing other calls—then they'll
cial life either one can extract from be out of luck. There’s always someone
his prohibitive schedule. “He’s still
/Continued on pogo 48

Slowly but surely, rock ’n’ roll is

gaining a wider audience among more
serious-minded listeners. Many jazz fol
lowers have been won over by the
experimental approach and steadily im
proving musical dexterity of such groups
as the Beatles, the Beach Boys, and the
Mamas and the Papas.
After years of mushy love-laments
and pedestrian rhythmic patterns, these
and numerous other close-knit groups
are finally “sayin’ somethin’."
What they are saying—and the in
creasingly sophisticated ways in which
they articulate their messages—is fre
quently above the comprehension of
the myriad shrieking teeny-boppers
whose frenetic idolatry originally earned
many of these groups a place in the
limelight.
Today, their financial power is such
that they can afford to experiment. A
surprising number of very young, im
aginative performers have reached a
plateau where money has become sec
ondary. They have led the way to
“literary pop” and baroque and elec
tronic experiments, and have opened
record company doors to many un
known youngsters of similar talent and
inclinations.
It was, of course, inevitable that in
cipient jazz musicians, faced with years
of largely unrecognized hard work,
would seize the opportunities for a more
lucrative utilization of their gifts in a
field that no longer requires them to
lower their musical standards.
Consider the case of Blood, Sweat and
Tears, a recently-formcd eight-piece
rock band. Four of ils members have
a jazz background, and one of these,
24-year-old, Prince Valiant-haired drum
mer Bobby Colomby, admits to a previ
ous disdain for rock ’n’ roll. But he
feels that jazz has become stagnant.
“It just seems too depressing at this
stage,” he says. “There is so little glory
and real happiness around jazz. I find
that jazz musicians on the whole are
very sad, very neurotic—just plain un
happy people. It’s unfortunate.”
Colomby feels that much of the blame
for this can be placed on society. Jazz
musicians, he contends, feel that they
must either gain the respect of the
public by assuming the dignity of clas
sical concert artists, or must go under
ground and create such unorthodox
sounds, defying all musical groundrules,
that only a few will understand them.
The former alternative, in Colomby’s
opinion, is very boring, while the latter,
he feels, is doomed to remain under
ground by the mere fact of its limited
appeal.
Colomby comes from a jazz-loving
family. His elder brothers, Harry and
Jules, are actively involved in jazz on
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the promotional and managerial level,
Harry having been Thelonious Monk’s
personal manager for many years. "I
grew up with their record collections,”
he recalls, “and they tell me that I was
able to identify Dizzy and Bird when
I was about 7 or 8 years old. When I
was 14, I started playing brushes on
the backs of record albums, and this
prompted Jules to bring home a drum
set that had belonged to Max Roach.
I was so knocked out that I still re
member the date—Jan. 20, 1960.”
The youngster spent the following

summer practicing about 121A hours
a day. “I learned in a very incorrect
fashion, simply by listening to what all
the other drummers would do and play
ing along with their records,” he recalls.
“I played my first rock ’n’ roll job
when I was about 17 or 18,” he says,
“and at that time, as far as the drums
were concerned, all rock ’n’ roll was
very uninspired. I couldn’t stand it then,
because it was really boring, especially
for a drummer. It didn’t matter if you
knew the tune or not, as long as you
knew if it was fast or slow.”
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In 1965, after numerous unrewarding
experiences with unimaginative local
rock groups, Colomby joined a blues
band called The Bitter Seeds. “All the
members of this band were extremely
mature, competent musicians,” he
claims. “I learned a lot from them and
was able to play more because the trend
in rock ’n’ roll drumming had changed.
If you were at all creative, you had a
chance to display some imagination.
Even so, I was told to concentrate on a
steady back-beat, which is still the es
sence of a blues band. I had absolutely
no foot at that time, no bass drum. I
was using an 18-inch bass drum that
was muffled, and all you could hear was
my snare drum and ride-cymbal.
“Then there was another change of
trend,” he continued, “and now one
also had a chance to concentrate on
dynamics. Occasionally a closed hi-hat
was used instead of a ride-cymbal and,
if the tune would build, you would then
go to the ride-cymbal. Before you knew
it, aside from the obvious back-beat, all
kinds of new rhythms started hap
pening.”
Colomby experienced
a great deal of frustration as a rock ’n’
roll drummer was that his idols were
exponents of a much freer and more
sophisticated idiom. “I recall really
listening to Philly Joe Jones,” he says.
“J tried to emulate everything he did,
every record—to the letter. I also
listened heavily to people like Max
Roach, who is so incredible that he’s
always going to be a stand-out. His
timing is so perfect—that’s something
you can't copy.”
Other drummers who made an im
pression on Colomby were Elvin Jones
(“Although I must admit that 1 could
never really get into doing anything he
did—it was impossible; his playing is
so completely free and his approach
very unorthodox”) and Roy Haynes,
whom he describes as “very tasty. Every
thing he played would make me say
Ah, hut of course—that’s it," he com
ments.
Colomby only recently started listen
ing to rock ’n’ roll records. “Miles,
Monk, Bill Evans and Coltrane make
up the bulk of my record collection,
but I remember when the Beatles first
came up, and how, on their records,
they had the sound of the drums com
pletely turned around. There was almost
no technique involved, but there was
a drastic change in the sound of the
tom-toms—they sounded as if they had
just come out of the rain. Also, if there
were any fills, they were extremely
simple, but very rhythmic—almost late
and just barely ending on the beat. I
was laughing at Ringo Starr because his
playing was so dull while every other
one reason why
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member of the group was setting trends.
It seems as if each tune set a new
trend while the drums remained the
same—until their Revolver album and
Strawberry Fields Forever came out—
then you could really hear a drastic
difference.”
colomby' admits that his knowledge of
early jazz drummers is extremely
limited. “I’ve missed a lot of drummers
because, as a kid, I was the only jazz
lover in my age group. All I had to go
by was what I heard on the radio,
usually only the latest releases, but I
think it really started with guys like
Kenny Clarke, Max Roach and Art
Blakey, as soon as they stopped playing
4/4 with their bass drums and started
to accent. Then, I believe, it really
stepped out with guys like Elvin Jones
and Tony Williams—guys who began
using the whole drum set in a figure.
I did, however, listen to Big Sid Catlett,
an old-time drummer who was very
advanced for his time. In fact, I once
heard a record by him where he
sounded just like Max Roach—he was
really unbelievable.
‘T’ve stopped listening to drums
only,” Colomby continues. “I’ve always
been a strong believer in jazz playing,
but I feel that if all you’re trying to
do is to show off your chops, then
you’re not playing jazz drums—you’re
doing a solo or you're on exhibit instead
of playing with a band. The whole point
of jazz drumming is for the drummer
to know the tune, or its basic structure,
and then to comp with the bass and
piano and stay inside of the rhythm
section when ihe other guys are taking
their solos. Because, if you get a drum
mer like Elvin Jones and a very straight
bass player in a piano trio, it’s going
to sound absurd. Although I’m sure
that an Elvin Jones would adjust to
the bass player, it would sound ridicu
lous because you would have three com
pletely different things going on. You’d
have Elvin and the piano player, the
straight bassist and the piano player,
and you’d have Elvin. Can you imagine
how that would sound?”
As enthusiastic as he is about jazz,
Colomby feels very strongly that its
players are lacking in the kind of
venturesome spirit that seems inherent
in today’s rock ’n’ roll. “They are para
noid in some ways,” he says. “Lee
Morgan’s Sidewinder is really a sort of
jazz-rock, but most jazz people cringe
if you mention the word ‘rock’ in con
nection with it. If they would do away
with labels and really get together, the
jazz musicians would probably not have
this fear of departing from the estab
lished norm. How many young jazz mu
sicians are really creating new things?
Not many. Who will replace Miles and

Mingus? Young jazz musicians are
really not creating anything new, and
jazz today has reached a point of
diminishing returns. They need to get
out of the established jazz bag and
combine with other types of music.”
Colomby hopes that jazz musicians
will soon realize that they no longer
hold a monopoly on improvisation and
musical freedom. “A major difference
now lies in the fact that jazz is still
essentially an instrumental music, while
the lyrics have assumed a very vital role
in rock ’n’ roll. And the jazzmen are
still very close-minded when it comes
to taking advantage of the enormous
possibilities which modern-day record
ing equipment has opened the door to.
You can do fantastic things with overdubbing, tape reverse and various other
electronic effects.”
Some of these possibilities are utilized
on Child Is Father To The Man, the
first album by Blood, Sweat and Tears,
just released on the Columbia label. The
eight-piece group (which includes two
trumpets, a trombone and an alto sax)
has been augmented with a string sec
tion (which starts off the album with
an overture a la Broadway musicals),
a chorus of girls and children, and some
electronic effects.
“We haven’t even started tapping our
potential,” says Colomby, who feels the
album may start another irend in that
it combines the obvious rock sounds
with some big-band jazz arrangements
for the horns that, in one instance,
sound surprisingly like something Duke
Ellington might have thought up. “Al
most all the tunes on the album are
original,” he says, “and that’s the trend
today. Writer and performer are be
coming one. I feel there’s no excuse for
a good jazz musician not to write tunes.
The very fact that he is improvising is
proof that he is capable of writing new
material. Yet jazz groups go on record
ing the same tunes over and over again.
It doesn’t make sense.”
Is Bobby Colomby a typical rock ’n’
roll performer? He doesn’t think so.
“But I’m afraid I’ll soon be drummed
out of the business,” he confesses with
typical modesty. “Rock ’n’ roll now
demands proficient performers, and you
are going to find more and more
talented young musicians in it who
might otherwise have gone the jazz
route.”
Although his chosen musical idiom
now gives him a great deal of freedom,
Colomby feels that a drummer’s role
is essentially a thankless one. His candid
advice to aspiring young drummers is
to take up another instrument. It is
unlikely, however, that his words will
be heeded. To a youngster, the drums
have always held glamor—even as they
did for Bobby Colomby.

BILLY BIGGINS - DRUM LYVE
“you’re not supposed to rape the drums—you make love
to them, as far as I’m concerned.” The usually restrained
Billy Higgins was actively criticizing the loudness and lack
of control that separates the boys from the men in jazz
drumming today.
Higgins, in many ways, is the drummer most qualified to
assess the work of his contemporaries. Born in Texas and
reared in Los Angeles’ Watts district, he has been playing
professionally since the age of 12 and has spent the best
part of his 31 years listening to other drummers, observing
their strengths and their weaknesses, absorbing pointers on
technique and dynamics.
If he so desired, Higgins also could claim to be among
the first of the “free” percussionists, for in the late ’50s,
when no other drummers could understand the path Ornette
Coleman was treading, both he and New Orleans-born Ed
ward Blackwell spent many days and nights rehearsing at
the saxophonist’s house, Higgins appeared on three of Cole
man’s 1959 recordings, his extreme looseness noticeably
complementing the leader’s aggressive spontaneity.
A modest man, Higgins prefers to lay the honors at the
feet of Roy Haynes. “Cats aren't hip to Roy, because he
was with Sarah [Vaughan] at the time the role of the drams
was developing,” he said. “But as far as dexterity is con
cerned, Roy was playing then what Elvin and Tony are play
ing now. He didn’t go completely wild; he still kept the taste.
He kept everything in context, because the drums, after all,
are the navigator of the whole thing.”
Higgins’ own approach to the drams affords a lesson both
in navigation and in love-making. Whether he is working
with Coleman—not long ago he briefly revisited the altoist’s
quartet—or with more conventional units led by Art Farmer,
Jimmy Heath, Hank Mobley, or Jackie McLean, Higgins at
all times exhibits taste and a high degree of thoughtful con
sideration for the soloists. He cooks continually but knows
how to save up his explosions. In this he resembles another
of the greats, Art Blakey, of whom Higgins said, “As strong
as he plays, he always starts down there with the shading.
It’s something that comes with age.”
Higgins also knows that the drums are the easiest of in
struments to overplay.
“The trick of it is to be able to hear every instrument on
the bandstand—the bass, the piano and the horns,” he said.
“Even the powerful horn players like [Sonny] Rollins listen
to the bass all the time, so, you’re not supposed to drown it
out. Kenny Clarke is the master as far as drums are con
cerned. He really turned me on for sound. He can play like
the wind!”
A musical family and a drummer friend set Higgins on the
track of jazz.
“I got my feelings out on playing drums more than any
thing else,” he said. His first jazz engagement took him on
the road with the Jazz Messiahs, a band led by trumpeter
Don Cherry and George Newman, an altoist from North
California. Prior to that, his work had been confined to the
usual round of rhythm-and-blues groups—Amos Milburn,
Bo Diddley, and Jimmy Witherspoon among them.
Higgins recalled that at the time, r&b was the only avail
able professional medium of self-expression for a young mu
sician.
“To have a jazz gig you really had to be into something,”
he said. “Younger cats nowadays just seem to start playing,
and the first thing they hop on is jazz. In those days you had
to play r&b and shows and things, but it did something for
you—it was all music. That was the only way, unless you
had a big name, and then the only cats who had their own
bands were those who came out of Billy Eckstine’s thing and
such.”
in the late

’40s and early '50s, Higgins worked at various

times with saxophonists James Clay, Teddy Edwards, Walter
Benton and Dexter Gordon; pianist Carl Perkins, and bassist
Leroy Vinnegar, but the real turning point came when he
met Ornette Coleman. The saxophonist immediately im
pressed him.
“It was more of a challenge than anything, because cats
wouldn't even dig being around him,” laughed the drummer.
“When he started playing, they figured, ‘Well, if that’s what’s
happening, where am I?’ But I dug that he loved music so
much, and he was so serious that I took to him right
away. . .
Higgins has vivid recollections of the many musicians

who would gather just to sneer at Coleman’s unconventional
approach to the saxophone.
“ ‘Man,’ they would say, ‘I dig you, but I don’t know what
the heli he’s doing.’ And Ornette would be playing his heart
out. I wasn’t looking at it technically—I was just thinking
in terms of my feelings.”
Higgins was one of the select handful whose refusal to K
reject Coleman stemmed from an early recognition of his "
now almost universally accepted genius. The secret of this
perception lay, said the drummer, in having an open mind.
“Being able to open your heart to music, I figure you can
learn from almost anybody,” he said, “especially if that per- ®
son is an individual. There are so few of those in jazz today; ¡J
you can’t have all chiefs and no Indians, you know. But the B
more individuals you have, the faster jazz progresses.”
As soon as he started rehearsing with Coleman—actual
employment was still a thing of the future—Higgins tried to k
concentrate on over-all sound effects rather than becoming ¡£
too involved with the mechanics of the drams.
®
“I wasn’t thinking of the drums as drums as much as of 9
how I could get something out of the music,” he said. £
“That’s why the way Ornette was playing helped me out S
too.” Higgins also cited bassist Vinnegar as a tower of J
strength, noting, “He was one of the first cats I played with >
who played so even. The way their conception was at the S
time, I figured that anything I played would be cool. They g
[Coleman and Vinnegar] were just so strong that whatever H
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I’d play would be no hassel. It would be just like sitting there
and letting the drums play themselves."
When Atlantic records’ Nesuhi Ertegun heard Coleman
in Los Angeles and brought him east to record, Higgins, with
trumpeter Cherry and bassist Charlie Haden, was a member
of the original quartet. He stayed with the saxophonist for
two years, which included a year at the Five Spot in New
York City, but prior to their arrival in New York, work had
been almost nonexistent.
“During that time we had maybe one gig,” he recalled.
“Whatever has happened to Ornette since then he deserved.
He really was 90 percent saxophone and 10 percent sleep.
“He opened up my mind, because, as far as conventional
playing is concerned, everything just comes down to 4-, 8-,
16- or 32-bar phrases. He started writing things that were 11
bars, or 6. If you listen to it, it's natural, too, but it kind of
made you think another way. And there was no restriction,
and since 32 bars had me hung up for a long time, I en
joyed that.”
On the subject of freedom for the percussionist, Higgins
returned to Roy Haynes, mentioning en route his admiration
for Blackwell and Elvin Jones.
“When most of the cats were playing that strict 4/4 feel
ing, Roy was spreading the rhythm out,” Higgins said. “The
steady cymbal beat is kind of restrictive to horn players so
that when they get ready to play, you hear nothing but
eighth-notes.
“1 used to play with Slim Gaillard a long time ago, and
he showed me a lot, like hand-claps and so on. As far as the
cymbals are concerned, the ride cymbal on the top is very
important. That more or less sustains the rhythm, so if you
play different rhythms on the top, the horn player is more
or less freed—to the point where, if he wants to play some
thing on the downbeat or the upbeat, it’s no hassel because
you can turn the beat around very easily.”
To illustrate the reverse, Higgins recalled a night when
Art Taylor sat in with Coleman, saying, “He plays real hard
on the sock cymbal, and the next thing you knew, Ornette
had played something, the beat had turned around back
wards, and Art couldn’t get back to where he was originally
at! That showed me right there that you have to stretch the
beat out to where it’s not continual. For me, playing other
wise now would be kind of frustrating.”
late in 1961 the drummer, who had lost his New York
cabaret card through a brush with the police, was told by
Ihe club where Coleman’s group was working that he was
considered “a bad risk,” and so his stint with the saxophon
ist was abruptly terminated.
Thelonious Monk took him on the road to San Francisco;
then he spent a spell on parole in Los Angeles before being
bailed out by John Coltrane. Higgins recalled his stay with
Monk when discussing the respect a good drummer must
have for silence.
“You’ve got to know when not to play,” he said. “Monk
can really hip a drummer to that, if he listens to him. He
is a school within himself, and in the little time I worked
with him I really learned a lot.”
These days, Higgins is much in demand for New York
recording sessions, but playing with Coleman again was like
a homecoming for the drummer. “Ornette plays like Thel
onious or Coleman Hawkins, he’s that caliber of musician.
He makes a lot of demands on you. I’ve seen him make cats
mad with him, and I've seen him make them disgusted with
themselves. He’s an awful strong person.”
The drummer, who has the ability to play in any bag, puts
Coleman on a level different from those who, he said, have
misunderstood the meaning of “freedom” and translated it
into anarchy.
“I can dig all kinds of music as long as it’s pure, but a lot
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of cats made freedom an excuse,” he said. “Ornette really
turned a lot of cats around, but some of them turned too
much! A lot of them took to playing like that, but you’ve
got to take it in doses. You can’t just throw it all out there.
“I’ve played with Ornette when he’s turned around and
said ‘let’s play Sophisticated Lady,' and he’s done just that.
But some cats wouldn’t believe it if they saw it. Also, he has
the thing that Bird had of playing so much rhythm. He’s so
much brighter, so much livelier than anyone else, I get the
feeling of Coleman Hawkins or Sonny Rollins played at
45 rpm, because Ornette can really play with that spark.”
Higgins cited Tony Williams and Frank Butler as two of
his favorite drummers, adding, “There’s an older cat in St.
Louis called Joe Charles. He can really play. He works on
a fish truck most of the time, but he can really play his
heart out.”
He went on to bewail the lack of what he calls individu
ality in the percussion field today.
“It’s very seldom that you can hear a drummer today and
say, ‘That’s so-and-so,’ ” he said. “I guess it’s like it was with
the alto saxophone and Charlie Parker. First off, everyone’s
trying to sound like Philly Joe Jones. Next thing, everyone's
trying to sound like Elvin. Most of the cats are trying to get
into that bag, but we really need more originality. 1 see cer
tain possibilities, but not that many. Maybe Lennie Mc
Browne; he’s nice.”
Higgins pointed out that there used to be a lot of good,
accomplished drummers around but that now they are great
ly in demand. One reason for this, he said, is that the ma
jority of drummers are so involved in self-expression that
they have little or no interest in absorbing a leader's concept.
“You can’t always do it the way you want to,” he noted.
“You have to play their music loo. Now, everybody wants
to be out front, but the drummer’s supposed to give a little
and take a little and give a little, and so on. When you’re
not a star, there’s a lot of pressure off you, and you can
just be yourself. Sometimes I’ve seen people who’ve become
stars, and it’s all over for them.”
Higgins is no star in the accepted sense of the word, but
his is surely a Talent Deserving of Wider Recognition, An
original drummer with love for the music, he is one of an
apparently diminishing breed of musicians who live for jazz.
The music is his life, and he has little respect for musicians
who try to claim any particular mode of expression as iheir
personal property.
"Music don’t belong to nobody," he declared. “If they
could just realize that music doesn’t come from you, it comes
through you, and if you don’t get the right vibrations, you
might kill a little bit of it. You can’t take music for granted.”
An emotional player himself, Higgins holds in high esteem
musicians, great or small, who have the ability to move a
listener.
“What makes jazz jazz is often the people who don’t know
anything about it,” he said. “The kind of people who, if a
quarter-note was to walk in the door would think it was a
wine bottle. But they’d make you cry. And if things like that
can happen from someone who knows nothing about music
at all, then naturally there’s got to be something happening
with jazz.
"Wilbur Ware used to make everybody shut up. People
would be clinking their glasses and so on, but he would start
playing, and you'd hear that magic. You could hear a pin
drop in the house. To communicate with people, you have to
have it born in you.”
The drummer has some of that magic too. White many
of the young avant gardists wrestle with their horns and
spend their non-playing time talking about “communication,”
Billy Higgins is out there getting on with the job. He com
municates; it’s born in him.
jTljj
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Kenny Burrell
A GENERATION

AGO—Verve V/V6-8656:

As Long As I Live; Four Butterfly; Stompin' at
the Savoy; I Surrender, Dear; Rose Room; If I
Had You: .4 Smooth One; Wholly Cais.

Personnel: Phil Woods, alto saxophone: Mike
Mainieri. vibraharp (tracks 1. 8); Richard
Wyands, piano (track 8); Burrell, guitar; Ron
Caner, bass; Grady Tate, drums.
Rating: * * *

This is a pleasant little album, designed
as a tribute to Charlie Christian’s work
with the Benny Goodman Sextet of 1941.
Burrell is a logical choice for such a
project, and he is in good company.
But the absurd packaging, ludicrous
liner notes, poor editing, and skimpy play
ing lime (31:57; side two is a mere 14:02)
combine to make this a considerably less
attractive product than it could and should
have been.
Why, for instance, was the swinging
Wholly Cats (one of the best of the many
Goodman Sextet riff originals) edited
down to just 2:25, with a clumsy tape
splice after just one chorus of Wyands’
romping piano?
And why, for heaven’s sake, a cover
showing two dopey-looking kids (male
and female) wearing freshman beanies
adorned with period buttons—devoid of
any possible appeal to jazz fans? And why,
if you are going in for the extra expense
of a double-fold jacket, waste one entire
panel on simply repeating the album title
and artist credit?
The art direction, however, is entirely
in keeping with the liner notes, credited to
one Warren Stephens. Mercifully, they
are short—but long enough to include
such prize idiocies as “Christian was the
first guitarist to play anything but rhythm.”
Really? Ed Lang, Django Reinhardt, Ted
dy Bunn, Lonnie Johnson, George Van
Eps, Dick McDonough, Carl Kress, Allan
Reujs, 200 blues guitarists et al. please
note....
The personnel listings fail to account
for the clearly audible presence of clarinet
(Woods?) and vibes in the ensemble on
Cats and the clarinet on As Long As I
Live. The moody I Surrender, Dear seems
to start with the last two bars of a Woods
allo solo, retaining only Burrell's choruses.
They are excellent, but why the surgery?
What remains, then, is the truncated
product of no less than four sessions—
Love’s Labor Lost. It is to Burrell’s (and
Woods’) credit that these leavings do
make some sense.
It’s good to hear pieces like Cats and
Smooth One again, while the great stand
ards that make up the balance of the set
give Burrell and Woods—improvisers to
the manner born—something to sink their
chops into. (If 1 Had You is a ringer; it
was recorded by a later Goodman Sextet
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without Christian.)
Woods is particularly good on Butterfly
and Rose Room, and has a nice duet with
Burrell on the latter. His solos have
beautiful shape and definition, and his
sound is a gas.
Burrell is inspired on Cats, but the mo
mentum of this track is cm off in mid
stream. He evokes Christian on Rose, but
the bossa nova frills on As Long are
somewhat out of place, though il’s a
pleasant performance. The guitarist is
superbly relaxed throughout, and his taste
is impeccable. Tate’s choppy accenting
impedes the flow of Savoy.
Carter contributes hugely. His fat sound
is perfectly projected, but never overbal
anced, and he swings at any tempo. He
gets in a few solo licks on Savoy, as does
Tate—and the tune, after 34 years of
workouts, still sounds fresh and stimulat
ing. Thank you, Edgar Sampson . . . but
no thanks to Verve.
—Morgenstern

background popping without getting in
the way.
Dailey, like the horn men, is a young
man to watch. Right now one can hear
Bud Powell, Roland Hanna, and some of
Bill Evans in him. Judging by his playing
here, however, he’s about worked his way
through his influences, as can be heard on
Disjunction and Cabin. His rolling Free
dom solo is perhaps his most exciting, but
it’s Bud Powell-exciting.
All tracks are about equally good, but
the best solos are on Disjunction (Davis,
Higgins and Dailey), Cabin and Air
(Owens), Libra (Bartz) and Freedom
(Owens, Bartz, Dailey), The leader wrote
the originals, the most fetching of which
is Air, a pretty ballad that almost im
perceptibly doubles its tempo.
In all, a nice record to have around.
•—DeMicheal
Jaki Byard
ON THE SPOT!—Prestige 752-1: A-Toodle-

Gary Bartz
LIBRA—Milestone 9006: Eastern Blues; Dis
function; Cabin in the Sky; Air and Fire; Libra;
Bloomdido; Deep River: Freedom One Day.

Oo, Toodle-Oo; I Fall in Lore Too Easily;
Olean Visit; Spanish Tinge; Alexander's Rag
time Band; On The Spot; GEB Piano Roll; Sec
ond Balcony Jump; P.C. Blues.

Personnel; Jimmy Owens, trumpet, flucgclhorn; Bartz, alto saxophone; Al Dailey, piano;
Richard Davis, bass; Billy Higgins, drums.
Rating: * ★ ★ '/a

Personnel: Jimmy Owens, trumpet, fluegelhorn;
Byard, alto saxophone, piano; Paul Chambers or
George Tucker (track 1 only), bass; Billy Hig
gins or Alan Dawson (track 4 only), drums.
Rating: * * ★

Bartz and Owens are two of the more
promising horn men around New York
City these days. Both arc warm players
who know how to put together graceful
and logically constructed solos. Each has
a keen sense of lyrical improvisation and
ingests much of his work with it. Still,
there is something as yet undeveloped in
each—that distinctiveness that makes Art
Farmer Art Farmer and Cannonball Ad
derley Cannonball Adderley. I purposely
choose Farmer and Adderley, because
Owens owes much to the former (and also
to Thad Jones and Kenny Dorham) and
Bartz almost as much to the latter (the
Adderley of the Miles Davis Sextet, when
he was conceptually close to John Col
trane). But one expects to find that sort
of deparlure point in a young musician.
The good ones go on from there, and
Owens and Bartz are, I think, good ones.
Even though their models are showing,
neither Bartz nor Owens is a hack. Their
playing is fresh within the limitations, and
both obviously are thinking musicians—no
cliches, no finger exercises (or almost
none). And they play well together; the
ensembles are tight and clean.
The rhythm section is top-notch. Davis,
of course, is Davis, and nothing more
need be said. Higgins is sometimes Philly
Joe Jones but mostly Higgins, and he does
an exceptionally good job of keeping the

I wish I could summon up more than
just moderate enthusiasm for this record
ing. The roster of musicians is impressive,
and it includes a number of men whose
playing has given me a great deal of
pleasure in the past. But for some reason
this set fails to get off the ground. It's
just not very exciting music.
It’s hard to say what might be the cause,
but it ought to be pointed out that no one
here seems very much interested in what’s
going down. There’s a generally dispirited
air that blows through just about every
thing on the set—and that includes the
several piano solos, with the sole excep
tion of GEB Piano Roll, a tribute to three
deceased friends of Byard’s, George
Tucker, Eric Dolphy and Booker Little.
None of the quartet sides—Toodle-Oo;
Olean Visit; On the Spot and Second
Balcony Jump—offer anything particularly
memorable. The charts are of the most
perfunctory sort, and it is scarcely sur
prising that the solos that follow are of
ihe same order. Owens plays cleanly and
competently, but rarely with the inspira
tion he has demonstrated elsewhere.
Byard’s piano support is often far more
interesting than the horn line it is osten
sibly buttressing, but rarely do the quartet
efforts attain to anything beyond the
merest professionalism.
There are several slices of attractive
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Byard alto, in that interesting liquid Boston
approach for this instrument, but again
rarely is anything of any import realized
or, if realized, sustained—let alone de
veloped. One exception—Byard's first piano
spot on Olean Visit is a gas—strong, in
ventive, flowing.
Tile tribute piece, GEB Piano Roll, is
quite nice—perhaps the best, most satis
fying thing in the entire set. The theme
is affecting and its several permutations
come off rather nicely. And what a dif
ference an in-tune piano makes! I found
the vaunted Spanish Tinge—a six-minute
piano selection dedicated, as the title
would suggest, to Jelly Roll Morton and
recorded “live" at Lennie’s-on-the-Turnpike
in West Peabody, Mass., in April, 1965—
rather dull and hardly evocative in any
way of Mr. Jelly Lord. And that piano!
Couldn't Prestige have prevailed upon
Lennie to have it tuned, or have invested
$15 in tuning themselves? I’m no intona
tion freak, but I just couldn't listen to
ihis track without wincing. Inexcusable.
And the piece itself isn't that interesting:
it’s on the order of a sight-gag that’s been
expanded to one-act play length. Scarcely
of (he deathlessness that might alone
justify the inclusion of such an out-of
tune piano performance. In fact, it’s by
far the most expendable offering here.
I Fall in Love Too Easily is an ardent
ballad reading—brief and lush, hardly any
one’s idea of heavy jazz piano. A piece of
pastry, in fact.
This set will probably not harm Byard’s
reputation but it is impossible that it will
advance it in any way. One wonders why
it was released—especially after the pair
of superior discs by Byard that preceded
it recently.
—Welding
Stan Getz—Boston Pops
STAN GETZ AT TANGLEWOOD—RCA
Victor I.M/I.SC-2925: The Girl from Ipanema;
Tanglewooa Concerto (Eddie Sauter, composer);

V/V6-8737

Love is For the Very Young; Song After Sundou-n; Three liallails For Stan (Alec Wilder,
composer); IVherc Do You Go?
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Personnel: Gcrz, tenor saxophone; Roy Haynes,
drums; Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler,
conductor; Manny Albani, David Raksin, Alec
Wilder, arrangers,
Rating: * -Ar * ★

Getz’ playing seems to become more
lyrical as years go. by. He soars through
each of these selections with that distilled
sweetness that only he can achieve—his
tone is never saccharine, but full-bodied
and joyous. This is a warm, wonderful ses
sion in which he and the Boston Pops
under Maestro Fiedler are in perfect rap
port.
The music in this album combines all
the qualities of tenderness, strength, depth,
and passion, and while to some it might
seem lo be merely lush “movie music”, to
me. there is much more to it than that.
The beautiful melodic ideas and the
soft-touch delicacy counterbalance the
harsh sounds heard in some contemporary
music, and Getz is indeed a master of the
soft word as his limpid notes fall gently
on the ear.
The orchestra plays with finesse, but its
primary role is as a backdrop to the solo
ist. Sauter’s Tanglewood Concerto seems
a shade long, but like everything else it
turns to poetry as Getz weaves his pcr-
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sonal magic. The piece was written espe
cially for this occasion.
Ipanema, arranged by Manny Albarn,
gets a tremendous rhythmic lift from
drummer Haynes, cooking solidly in back
of the large orchestra. Wilder’s Ballads
and the lovely melodic Sundown (by Raksin) seem to capture the essence of Getz’
musicianship.
Where Do You Go?, an exquisite melo
dy, has the poignancy that characterizes
Wilder’s compositions, and Getz and the
orchestra play it with quiet understanding.
Jn fact, this album is pure bliss.
—McPartland

Jackie McLean
STRANGE BLUES—Prestige

7500:

Blues; Millie’s Pad; Whitt’s New?;
Love Affair; Not So Strange Blues.

Strange
Diseiples

Personnel : Webster Young, trumpet; Ray
Draper, tuba; McLean, alto saxophone; Mal
Waldron or John Meyers, piano; Arc Phipps or
Hill Salter, bass; Art Taylor or Larry Ritchie,
drums.
Rating: de dr dr '/z

It has taken some time, but now Mc
Lean seems to be receiving the recognition
he deserves as one of jazz's premier alto
men. McLean demonstrated individuality
on his first record date back in 1951 but
for some time thereafter certain critics
tended lo dismiss him as merely a talented
emulator of Charlie Parker. McLean’s
playing is now better and more original
than it was in 1951, but the praise he has

lately been receiving should have been
accorded lo him by 1960. It seems clear
that by the mid-50s he was one of the
outstanding figures in the post-bop move
ment.
His work on Ihis LP, made up of tracks
cm about a decade ago is that of a mas
ter, not a journeyman. Two of the selec
tions are by a quartet including Waldron.
Pad and Love Affair were made by a sex
tet containing Draper and Young. Young
and Draper do not appear on Not So
Strange, during which McLean is accom
panied by Meyers, Salter and Ritchie, the
rhythm section on the sextet selections.
On each track McLean plays well; his
solos are intelligently paced and meaty.
He improvises with the assurance and taste

Eric Kloss
FIRST CLASS KLOSS—Prestige 7520: Cornin'
Home Baby; The Chasin' Game; One for Atarianne; Chittlins Con Carne; walkin'; African
Cookbook.

Personnel: Jimmy Owens, trumpet, fluegelhorn;
Kloss, alto, tenor saxophones; Cedar Walton,
piano; Leroy Vinncgar, bass; Alan Dawson,
drums.
Rating :***l/i

While Kloss’ recording unit lights no
new fires, it tends the flame of neo-bop
with true dedication; it hasn’t burned so
brightly in years.
The general orientation of the group is
pretty much that of the early ’50s small
groups—Miles Davis, Art Blakey, Horace
Silver, et al.—which sported a brass-reed
front line with rhythm section, used uni
son or simply harmonized, often blues
based charts, and took the advances of the
bop movement of tiie ’40s and made them
into the common vocabulary of the jazz
of the ’50s and ’60s. The vocabulary was
not a constricting one, for it supported
widely divergent personal adaptations and
allowed for music of a wide emotional
range, from quietly lyrical to sheer dionysiac.
With only occasional attempts at up
dating, Kloss, Owens and Walton, in this
attractive set, range through the full emo
tional gamut the approach is capable of
supporting. The two horn men are well
matched. Each appears to have been
listening to the other, so that a sense of
continuity of thought and direction is
maintained throughout the course of a
performance. There is very little of the
at-odds feeling that pulls so many like
sessions apart; this is a fairly tight unit.
The two horn men understand each other,
and the rhythm section understands them.
As a result, the music is clearly focused,
well organized and uncluttered.
Kloss is a more than competent crafts
man on both of his horns. He plays with
authority and sureness, his lines are crisply
articulated and directed to well defined
goals, and his only lack would appear to
be a strong sense of individuality. He
already has assimilated his models.
Owens is much more on the way to
wards a personal style, though the impres
sion his work gives here is of a man
fascinated by the sound of mid-50s Miles
Davis.
A fine, welt balanced set of modern
mainstream jazz played with warmth, ex
uberance and a great deal of stylishness.
The band proves just how viable and
lyrical bop remains—in the right hands,
that is.
—Welding
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KENNY BURRELL
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—“I think it’s great. It’s the best I have ever
heard by Kenny. Presenting him in this set
ting lakes advantage of all his lovely lyric
talent. Bravo! Bravo! Bravo!”
Ralph J. Gleason
San Francisco Chronicle
—"Alone» in a combo, or in front of a full
orchestra, Burrell is my idea of the complete»
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of a consummate artist, which is what
he was when these records were made.
His solos are interestingly and unpredictably fragmented and he also demon
strates that he was harmonically ahead of
his time in the '50s.
McLean's work on Not So Strange is
marred by technical errors, but the flaws
are not so signficant as to detract much
from the virtues of his playing.
The performances of the other musi
cians vary considerably. Waldron solos on
What's New and Strange Blues, building
very well on both tracks. Thelonious

Monk's influence can be seen in his work,
but Waldron is clearly his own man.
Young’s Miles Davis-like solos, though
not very original, are perky and neatly
constructed. Meyers does a nice job, taking
thoughtful, rather angular solos on Pad
and Disciples. Drafter tries hard but can’t
overcome the handicaps of his instrument.
Recommended as a post-bop album
—Pekar
with plenty of substance.
Cedar Walton
CEDAR!—Prestige

7519: Turquoise Twice;
Twilight Waltz; My Ship; Short Stuff; Head
and Shoulders; Come Sunday.
Personnel: Kenny Dorham, trumpet; Junior
Cook, tenor saxophone; Walton, piano* Leroy
Vinnegar, bass; Hilly Higgins, drums.
Rating: ★ ★ ★ ★ Vz

There is so much b.s. in the record

We found the sound, man.

business today that it is a distinct pleasure
to hear an album that purports to be
nothing more than good modern jazz
played by good modern jazz musicians.
On this LP, there are no mystical gen
iuses, no fire and brimstone concepts
about the direction of jazz and, happily,
not a gimmick in sight.
Walton is a complete musician. The
four originals are his and each line is
distinct and well constructed and provides
excellent blowing material. He always
comps with the desires of the soloist in
mind, and his own excursions are crisp,
lively and meaningful. Stylistically, Wal
ton is a post-bop eclectic, who doesn’t
reflect any one particular influence. Be
yond that, however, his solos have so
much content—not a cliche in a carload.
In some ways, he is the Al Haig of the
’60s.
Due to his own fortunate maturity, and
the unfortunate attrition of modern jazz,
Kenny Dorham must be regarded as one of
the top four or five modern jazz trum
peters, His work here is representative of
that high standing. I am especially partial
to his spot on Turquoise.
Junior Cook was not one of my favor
ite players during his period with Horace
Silver, but his playing on this set, in con
junction with his work on Barry Harris’
recent Prestige LP, makes one want to
hear more of him. A relaxed, sustained
improvisation such as his spot on Come
Sunday didn’t seem possible six or seven
years ago.
The rhythm team of Higgins and Vinnegar is exemplary. Old teammates in
some late '50s Teddy Edwards groups,
they have lost none of their rapport. And
Higgins and Walton have an empathy that
borders on ESP.
An album like this is a reviewer’s de
light. It makes wading through some of the
drearier releases a bit easier. The fact
that there is not one chorus of dull or
uninspired playing on this record makes
one suspect that Gabor Szabo and all the
other people who are driving verbal nails
into the modern jazz coflin simply are
not hip to men like Cedar Walton.
Excellent liner notes by Mark Gard
ner; wonderful, vibrant sound courtesy of
Richard Alderson, and ample playing time.
—Porter
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Joltings of a compulsive record listener
—rock and folk-rock: Exploiting the vogue
for the sound of the sitar. Mercury has
come up with a package. Sitar Beat
(Mercury 21137), featuring British string
player Big Jim Sullivan in a program of
lush arrangements of five rock “stand
ards” and five like-styled pieces (three by
Sullivan) that feature the Indian instru
ment. The studio group that backs him
plays the charts well, though Sullivan
himself seems a bit wooden in his phras

ing; otherwise the set’s okay but scarcely
more than that. The effect is nothing so
much as mild rock-flavored Arthur Ly
man exotica—that is, pleasant contemporary-sounding background music.
On the same label is a set of wellscrubbed rock performances by a family
group, The Robbs (21130), that suggests
diluted middie-period Beach Boys, if you
can imagine such a thing. Sweet California
vocal sound, insipid original material, sev
eral m'dd protest songs for measure (to
show they’re good guys), and a slight in
fluence from the British group The Kinks
characterize their 10 performances. The
end result is bland—smooth, eviscerated
rock. An interesting exercise when listen
ing is to try to guess the original tunes
they arc disguising: Rapid Transit, for ex
ample is their pallid attempt at writing a
piece like the Five Americans’ Western
Union. In A Fanny Sort oj Way is their
version of the Kinks’ Well-Respected Man,
etc. All surface, no guts.
More California sound, with a glossy
veneer of Liverpool (replete with ersatz
British accent) distinguishes The MerryGo-Round (A&M 4132), a polished, pro
fessional quartet who have had minor hits
with their Live and You’re A Very Lovely
Woman, both of which are included in
this album of 12 originals. The vocal
blend is impeccable, the arrangements un
cluttered and functional and, in fact, the
group’s whole approach is understated
and tasty. Unfortunately, all their tunes
are pretty much in the same tonal and
emotional range, so that the LP tends to
pall. They do have a good, wryly sardonic
tune in Gonna Fight the War, one of the
few anti-war songs by an establishment
rock group.
The lightness of touch which character
izes their treatment of that theme is quite
in contrast with the heavy-handed preten
sion that suffuses Phil Ochs’ Pleasures of
the Harbor (A&M 4133). Ochs has
carved himself a career as one of the
better-known young folk-protest singers.
The slogans are as correct as ever but his
poetry has become increasingly ponderous
and reliant upon cliche. Here it is posi
tively gelid, humorless and self-righteous.
And Ochs’ vocal delivery has become
graceless and inflexible, a failure which is
all the more noticeable against the taste
ful, sumptuous, extremely musical settings
Ian Freebairn-Smith and Joseph Byrd have
crafted for his songs. Particularly grating
is Ochs’ insistence upon punching out
every note of an ascending or descending
glissando, with the result that what is sup
posed to be graceful turns out ludicrous.
It’s the old story—too much too soon.
One might expect the same of Janis
Ian, the precocious young singer-writer
whose song of racial conflict, Society’s
Child, actually climbed the best-seller
charts and whose career got a tremendous
shot-in-the-arm as a result of a national
television endorsement by Leonard Bern
stein. However, her second album for
Verve/Forecast, For All the Seasons of
Your Mind (3024), is an utter gas, rep
resenting a significant advance over her
impressive debut album for the label
(3017). Miss Ian’s images are fresh, ra
zor-sharp, often deveslating and—for all

her youth—intelligent. Not a bit of pre
tension anywhere on the set; she has some
thing to say about contemporary life and
knows how to say it—musically, economi
cally, poetically. Some of the perfor
mances are in their simplicity and poetic
starkness almost liederlike, most notably
the piano-accompanied pieces Evening
Star and There Are Times and the thre
nody for Hiroshima, Bahimsa. The pro
duction, by Shadow Morton, is absolutely
first-rate.
I must admit to having been greatly
disappointed by Alice’s Restaurant (Re
prise 6267), the first LP by Arlo Guthrie,
singer-guitarist son of the late Woody
Guthrie. I suppose the letdown was all the
greater for the expectations I had built up
about the artist’s debut; friends whose
opinions I respect had told me that Guth
rie was nothing short of fantastic, particu
larly on the long monolog which gives the
album its title and which takes up an en
tire side. Frankly, I just found it tiresome,
a mildly amusing idea that goes on about
15 minutes too long. One listen exhausts
its potential. Nor is there much to dis
tinguish any of the six pieces which com
prise the second side and which are cast
in more conventional folk-rock settings;
several of them—Ring-Around-a-Rosy Rag
and The Motorcycle Song—are simply
egregious. My feeling is that Guthrie’s
talents have to be better focussed than they
are in this hit-and-miss set. He is witty,
but undisciplined.
Stunningly reaffirming the old adage
about silk purses and sows’ ears is Out of
Crank (Mercury 21129) by one Keith, a
gorgeous, long-tressed mannequin. The
production and orchestrations are pure
glucose, the tunes set an all-time low for
maudlin non-thought, being situated some
where on the lower slopes of banality, but
the real star of the set is Keith, an un
believably ill-equipped vocalist. His sole
virtue would appear to be his consistency:
his inability to sing in tune is matched
solely by his proven inability to phrase
with anything less than perfect clumsiness.
One gets the distinct impression that no
one is more surprised at what is emitted
from his mouth than Keith himself. Mag
nificently high camp, like Fabian or
Frankie Avalon brought up to date. The
only thing worse than this is the singer’s
earlier set on the label. Now that was
something!
Listening to a five-piece Chicago group,
the Mauds, grapple with contemporary
Negro soul music in Hold On (Mercury
21135) is as distressing as observing a
midget wrestle Man Mountain Dean.
They’re simply outclassed, just don’t have
the interpretative weight to bring it off.
Their attempts at aping Negro vocal style
are at best merely embarrassing; and the
failure in this area is rendered even more
glaring by contrast with the splendidly idio
matic instrumental work. The vocal defi
ciency has nothing to do with the Mauds’
race; it’s mostly a question of inexperi
ence, I feel, for the West Coast group
The Hour Glass, like the Mauds all white,
brings off the style with gusto, aplomb
and conviction, as demonstrated in their
first album. Hour Glass (Liberty 7536).
Strong stuff,
gig
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non 4L stars on that.

1. YUSEF LATEEF. Brother (from The Com
plete Yusef Lateef, Atlantic). Laleef, olio saxo
phone; Hugh Lawson, piano; Cecil McBee, bass;
Roy Brooks, drums.

4. JOHN KLEMMER. Stand In The Sun (from

I have a pretty good idea who that is—
I think it's Yusef. I used to work with him
in Detroit when I was about 17 . . . my
first real job working with anyone of any
recognition; and I worked with him with
Cannonball for about two years. So, cer
tain things he played—he was playing
allo; I’ve never heard him play alto before.
On drums it sounded like Roy Brooks, but
I’m not sure about anyone else. Yusef just
played through the whole thing, so I
couldn’t tell who was on piano of bass.
Yusef is a very dedicated musician . . .
anything he plays has to be of a certain
standard. I would give him three stars.

I’m not sure at all about that one, but
it sounded like a tenor player whose name
escapes me; he used to work With Ray
Charles and records for Atlantic Records.
He sounds nice on it, but nothing par
ticularly impressed me too much.
The rhythm section, I don’t know who
was in it. They sounded alright, but I
think they could have sounded much
better. All of them seemed to be not
tight on it—just not really together. That's
jazz, but it’s a little different type of taste
than for my ear. Two stars.

2. DON ELLIS. Alone (from Electric Bath, Co

lumbio). Hank Levy, composer.

That’s kind of difficult. It. doesn’t
sound like any of Oliver Nelson’s writing,
or Quincy, but I know Sian Kenton does
a lot of Latin things. I played opposite his
band a couple of times. Wc did a clinic at
a college—that sounds like Stan Kenton.
I think it was recorded very well, but
I’ve heard the band sound much better.
If it is Stan Kenton, that doesn’t sound
like anything exceptional. 1 think also that
wilh big bands, like Duke’s, for instance,
the musicians have been together so long,
and the sound that he had originally, he
still can maintain, because the personnel
in the band hasn't changed.
I used lo listen to that band when I
was a kid, but it sounds really different
now. What really made Stan Kenton what
he is, it doesn’t sound like that to me
any more.
Even Basie sometimes doesn’t really
sound like Basie, because certain people
aren't there. Two stars.
ADDERLEY. Yvette (from
Why Am I Treated So Bad?, Capitol). Adder

3. CANNONBALL

ley, alto saxophone,- Joseph Zawinul, piano,
composer.

Yes, I have that one! I worked wilh
Cannon for about 611 years, and it was a
very enjoyable 61a years. I think that Can
nonball is one of the greatest alto saxo
phonists that ever picked it up.
That composition—probably somebody
in the band wrote it, maybe Joe—it really
featured Cannon nicely and I’ll give Can

/nvolvemenf, Cadet). Klemmer, tenor saxophone;
Sam Thomas, guitor; Melvin Jackson, bass;
Wilbur Campbell, drums.

5. MILES DAVIS. Freedom Jazz Dance (from
Miles Smiles, Columbia). Davis, frumpci; Herbie
Hancock, plana; Ron Coder, bass; Tony Wil
liams, drums; Eddie Harris, composer.

That was Miles Davis and his group.
The composition was written by Eddie
Harris.
Miles is one of the all-time great styl
ists. He always surrounds himself with
some of the best talent in the business.
When you are a creative person, he seems
to be able to bring out different qualities
in you that other people just aren’t able
to bring out. He gives you the freedom
of being able to play just exactly how you
want to play—he doesn’t limit you.
Since everybody in the band is such a
competent musician, you can never tell
what’s going to happen from night to
night. Il’s really a very creative organ
ization.
I’ve never worked with Miles. I’ve had
the opportunity; he asked me to come
with the band during the lime I was with
Cannonball, but I had such a warm rela
tionship with Cannon during that time, so
I just stayed with him, but I've always
really wanted lo work with Miles. He’s
my favorite musician, actually.
Thal’s Tony Williams on drums—I met
Tony in Boston, when he was about 14 or
15, and he wanted to come to New York.
I was trying to lei I him to stay in school,
and I never really thought he had as
much talent as he has. Tony is not an
ordinary drummer at all, he’s a slylist.
You can always tell it’s him when he’s
playing.

Herbie Hancock, he can fool you some
times. It’s really according to who he's
playing with. He has the ability to make
a record like this with Miles, a very mod
ern record, then he can go and make a
Watermelon Mint and sell a whole lot of
records . . . Ron Carter is an excellent
bassist . . . They really have a team to
gether . . . I'll give that one five stars.
Bugle Call Rag (from Big
Swing Face, Pacific Jazz). Rich, leader, drums;
6. BUDDY RICH.

Bill Holman, arranger.

Sounded like Buddy-—-Buddy Rich's big
band. I had some mixed emotions there;
at one time, I was thinking about Joe
Morello. But I’m sure that’s Buddy Rich.
Someone I’ve always admired. I think he’s
fantastic. I like his band also; they have a
lot of fire and spirit, seem like they’re
having a. good time all the time. I’ll give
that one four stars.
The arrangement wasn't an exceptional
one—it wasn’t anything like Maria, but a
good arrangement.
Fire Dance
(from Mode for Joe, Blue Note). Lee Morgan,
trumpet; Curtis Fuller, trombone; Henderson,
tenor .saxophone, composer,- Bobby Hutcherson,
vibes; Cedar Walton, piano; Ron Carter, boss;
Joe Chambers, drums.

7. JOE HENDERSON. Caribbean

That was one of my partners—his rec
ord date. That lune was Joe Henderson’s.
I always have admired Joe, and what
comes out of the bell of his horn.
I liked the way Lee Morgan played, be
cause I think that’s a tune that should be
played wilh a lot of fire.
I didn’t like what the rhythm section
projected. I know who was playing on it,
and I think Joe Chambers is a very good
drummer, but on that track I didn't par
ticularly like what he played.
The rest of the personnel—the trom
bonist I’m not sure, I think it was Curtis
Fuller; Bobby Hutcherson on vibes, and
on piano I’m not sure, maybe Herbie
Hancock. I'm not sure about the bass
either. When he’s playing the rhythm like
that, it’s hard lo tell. When he’s walking
a line, if you’re familiar with a person’s
sound you can tell who they are.
I (iked that composition. I think it’s a
good tune for a band to play, a tune that
gels a lot of attention. We play it with
the Jazz Communicators. I’ll give it 3K
stars.
gig
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L O U IS H A Y E S / B L IN D F O L D T E S T

Though only 30 years old (he was born in Detroit on May
31, 1937), Louis Hayes has spent half his life as a professional
musician. Studying at the Wurlitzer School of Music, he began
jobbing with his own group in a local club before his 16th birth
day.
Hayes first came to the attention of most jazz students, and
of New York musicians, when he hit the Apple in August 1956,
joining the newly formed Horace Silver Quintet. He replaced
Art Taylor in this group on very short notice, and those of us
who went to catch Silver at Birdland wondered whether this
teenaged unknown was ready for such fast company. But as
Horace said, years later, “He was remarkably mature even when
he first joined the group, and he’s never stopped improving.’’
After just three years with Silver, Hayes joined the Cannon
ball Adderley combo, of which he was a mainstay until mid1965. Then came a change of pace in the intimate context of
the Oscar Peterson Trio, but lately Hayes has worked in partner
ship wilh Freddie Hubbard and Joe Henderson, co-leading a
spirited new quintet, The Jazz Communicators.
This was Hayes’ first Blindfold Test. He was given no infor
mation about the records played.
—Leonard Feather

CAUGHT IN THE ACT

The Supremes: Cindy Birdsong, Mary Wilson, Diana Ross—Visual Appeal

Diana Ross and the Supremes
Talk of the Town, London, England
Personnel: Miss Ross, Mary
vocals; orchestra conducted
guitar.

Wilson, Cindy Birdsong,
by Jim Bileskey, bass

When soul singers stop going Uptown
to order peas ’n’ rice and hamhocks, does
the music always have lo suffer? I found
myself asking that question over and over
again as I watched Diana Ross and the
Supremes glide expertly through their 50minute spot during their recent SRO fort
night at London’s leading night club.
I was listening, too, but “watched” is
somehow the operative word because the
trio’s remarkable visual appeal is hard to
ignore. The silken-throated Miss Ross and
her two companions had the audience en
tranced as much by their exquisitely pinkbeaded hip movements as by their warm
harmonies as they swept through their
repertoire, moving gracefully in and out
of musical eras, from Rodgers and Hart
to Dozier and Holland, with plenty of
sophistication yet with hardly an ounce
of the requisite Motown soul.
The Supremes on record are a fan
tastic experience. They swing with the
tightness of a delayed climax, always
keeping a little something in reserve while
laying it on the people with a kind of coy
womanliness. It’s supremely erotic, but
beneath it all there’s a basic nitty-gritty
feeling that reminds you constantly of the
music's origins. This was the feeling that
was missing throughout their otherwise
superb act.
It might be argued that the obviously
rapturous audiences were quite happy
without being reminded of ghettos, Holy
Rollers and soul food dinners. It might
equally be argued that expecting Negro
singers to sound like they’ve just stepped
out of church is a form of prejudice, but
I don’t think so. The Supremes have it on
record, so why not in person? The clue
lies in their choice of material. After an
introductory medley which included With
a Song In My Heart, Stranger in Paradise
and Without a Song, all sung with simper
ing expertise by the silken-throated Miss
Ross, I felt like shouting “Get back to
church, baby!”
Almost as if they’d heard my plea, the
ladies switched to a short-measure medley
of four of their hits, leading off with the
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erotically didactic Stop! In the Name of
Love, a tantalizing glimpse of the Su
premes at their tightest. The program was
peppered with their chart-busters through
out, You Keep Me Hanging On outswinging all others. These Dozier-Holland songs,
so obviously written for the Supremes,
suit their style and distinctive vocal har
monies much better than a dip into the
standard bag.
Twenty-five minutes of their hit records
would have had more impact and excite
ment than their obviously well-planned
act, although they certainly gave the audi
ence their money’s worth. Nevertheless,
this was a case of trying to appeal to a
wider public by watering down the essen
tials. For the few like myself who dig the
earthier sounds, this was a pity.
Physically and vocally, Miss Birdsong is
a cute little swinger. In fact, the newest
Supreme was the one who really got under
the skins of the songs, her deep voice and
sensuous carryings-on luring the eyes off
the lissome Miss Ross more than a few
times.
The prettiest thing they did was Paul
McCartney’s Michelle, which segued sim
ply into his Yesterday. Both songs were
dealt with tenderly and were surprisingly
soulful under the surface. McCartney has
written songs that are already standards
and will remain so simply because they’re
so beautiful.
I enjoyed the show but I would have
been happier with a bit more feeling on
parade. Groups like the Supremes may
well have to pander to the calmer tastes
of their newly acquired white audience, yet
not all succumb to the temptation to leave
their roots behind. Now there’s a girl up
at Motown named Martha Reeves. . . .
■—Valerie Wilmer

Robin Kenyatta

Judson Hall, New York City
Personnel: Mike Lawrence, trumpet; Kenyatta, alto
saxophone, flute; Karl Berger, vibes; Lewis Worrell,
Richard Youngstein, basses; Clifford Barbaro, drums;
Rahman Ali, Latin percussion,

Robin Kenyatta is a jazz musician who
is quite obviously a product of his time
but also has a direction and personality of
his own. In this program of his own com
positions, Kenyatta walked the road of

musical freedom. He drew brawling,
shrieking lines from his saxophone. And
his cohorts worked themselves up to tur
bulent passages of banging, plucking and
wailing.
But all of this, instead of dominating
the concert as happens with many avantgarde groups, was used by Kenyatta only
as part of the overall coloration of the
performances. The basic motivation of
Kenyatta’s music was made evident in
some of his titles—The Slave; 1619; For
bearance, and a Uganda melody called
Kuma Kumanga.
His development of his pieces leaned
more often toward lyricism—sometimes a
kceningly melodic line, at other times a
swinging drive right down the middle—
than to discordant fury, On a raga, Re
flective Silence, on which Kenyatta played
flute, he created a fascinatingly exotic
trio of flute, vibes and trumpet that built
the piece with hypnotic effectiveness.
Kenyatta played with a free, fresh and
authoritative attack on both alto and
flute, but the most interesting member of
the group was vibist Berger. Both in his
ensemble playing and in his solos, he pro
duced a continuous, ringing effect in long
flowing lines that seemed at times like a
tumbling stream of flashing sounds or a
bumblebee flying in circles. It had a bone
less, bodyless quality that suggested the
absence of any limitations—no beginning,
no end, no containing structure. And yet
Berger molded his conception to the vari
ous circumstances of Kenyatta’s composi
tions.
The use of two bassists and two drum
mers provided opportunities for added
rhythmic and percussive power and for
contrasts within the two instrumental
areas (one bass was usually plucked, the
other bowed). Lawrence, on trumpet,
seemed less open, less ready than the
others, working largely with choked cries
and occasional wild bugle calls.
—John S. Wilson

Art Hodes
WTTW, Chicago
Personnel: Barney Bigard. clarinet; Bodes, piano; R. L.
(Rail) Wilson, bass; Bob Cousins, drums.

Art Hodes is a warm, loving and lova-

NEW, ENLARGED 4th-EDITI0NS AVAILABLE!
"Best Book on High-Register Playing
Ever Written!"
PROFESSOR JEAN-LOUIS CHATEL ... from Montreal, Canada
1. Trumpet Instructor, McGILL UNIVERSITY.

2.

Prof, de trompette, ECOLE de MUSIQUE
VINCENT d'INDY.

3. Trumpet, MONTREAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.
4. Trumpet, C.B.C. MONTREAL ORCHESTRA.
5. Trumpet, MONTREAL BRASS QUINTET.

"I think your book, "DOUBLE HIGH C IN 37
WEEKS," is THE MOST SENSIBLE AND REALISTIC
BOOK ON HIGH-REGISTER PLAYING EVER WRIT
TEN. Even though I don't hove time to devote
37 weeks entirely to your book, due to my pro
fessional schedule, it has ALREADY CONTRIBUTED
A GREAT DEAL TO MY PLAYING. I have ALL of
my serious students sending for it — and by ihe
way, your book will be part of the curriculum
hero at McGILL UNIVERSITYI"

of Suspended-Intubation Really Works!"
MR. SILVIO SAVANT. . . from Hollywood, California
1st trumpet with 20lh
STUDIOS ... 4 yrs.

CENTURY

FOX

JACK BENNY TELEVISION SHOW ... 12
yrs.

LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC ORCHES
TRA ... 2 yrs.
SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY end OPERA
ASSOCIATION ... 2 yrs.

Sideman with RINGLING BROS/BARNUM
& BAILEY CIRCUS, HOLIDAY ON ICE, and
ICE FOLLIES ... 5 yrs.

Mr. Silvio Savant says:
"It's true, your scientific-principles and law
of suspended-incubation REALLY WORKS. The
only brass players who don't believe it can
be done arc those who have never tried
your method for themselves. I personally
recommend your music book, "DOUBLE HIGH
C IN 37 WEEKS" to ALL BRASS TEACHERS
and PLAYERS. My own students are now
using your book and it has helped their
range TREMENDOUSLY. My thanks to Roger
W. Spaulding, tho originator of the FAB
ULOUS double high C methodi"

"Another Double High C Man!"
MR. NATHANIEL B. BARRETT .. . from Camp Hill, Pennsylvania
1.

1st trumpet with HARRISBURG SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA.

2.

1st trumpet with AMERICAN LEGION BAND
POST #27.

3.

Sideman with CHEVY SHOW, ICE FOLLIES,
ICE CAPADES, SAMMY KAY ORCHESTRA,
FOUR FRESHMEN, LES PAUL, the SUPREMES,
FOUR TOPS, and the BEACH BOYS.

Mr. Nathaniel B. Barrett says:
"I have had VERY GOOD SUCCESS with your
FINE range-development course, "DOUBLE HIGH
C IN 37 WEEKS," and have ADDED A LOT TO
MY RANGE. I am glad lo verify the help your
course has given me by IMPROVING MY RANGE
and EXTENDING MY ENDURANCE. My students
are now using your book also. Certainly wish
I had been exposed to it earlier in my career.
I PREVIOUSLY had to work so hard lo achieve
that WHICH YOUR STUDY BOOK MAKES SO
EASYI"

"Another Double High C Man!"
MR. SANDY ADAM . . . from Vancouver, B.C., Canada
"Your music book, "DOUBLE HIGH C IN 37 WEEKS," has taught me a GREAT DEAL about myself

and my trumpet. I built up my range from only an E above middle C clear up to a double high
C. Your MARVELOUSLY INSTRUCTIVE MATERIAL also ironed out EVERY lip problem and phobia

I had and gave me a strong, confident embouchure necessary for a solid high-register. Your book
is the ONLY REAL ANSWER for CONSISTENT OVERALL RANGE AND HIGH NOTESI"

“DOUBLE
HIGH C
IN 37 WEEKS"
This $25.00 Value
only

$9*95

blc human being, and all that warmth
and love comes through beautifully on the
sometimes harshly revealing medium of
television. This program was one of sev
eral Hodes has done and will do on
WTTW’s Quartet series. (His first guest
was cornetist Doc Evans.) The station and
the series’ producer, Bob Kaiser, are to be
congratulated on their choice of Hodes
for the jazz portions. In fact, whenever
there is a jazz choice at WTTW, the call
most often goes to the ever-dependable
Hodes. In 1966, the Kaiser-Hodes team
won an Emmy Award for a half-hour of
Hodes plain—no accompaniment, just
warm talk and hot piano.
This latest program was graced with the

now seldom-heard clarinet of Bigard,
whose effortless, limpid work fit well with
Ihe Chicago rhythm section. One might
have asked for a more challenging pro
gram than Rose Room, Perdido, High
Society, C-Jam Blues, Sweet Lorraine and
the like—tunes associated in some way
with Bigard—but it was good, tastefully
performed jazz, and complaints would be
mere carping.
The high points of the program were
Lorraine (sweet Bigard in his Jimmie
Noone fashion) and Hodes’ slow blues,
with bass flourishes reminiscent of Liberty
Inn Drag. Hodes is a master of blues in
the older fashion, and I, for one, have
never failed to be moved by him when he

speaks in this vernacular. Bigard joined in
for a few choruses, and played one of his
basic Ellington blues solos. It sounded
fine.
Wilson fell victim to inadequate audio
pickup throughout the show, but he looked
like he was into a little something on
Perdido.
Everybody’s man, left-handed Bob
Cousins (who ever heard of a poor left
handed drummer?) proved once again, as
he does every time he plays, that he is
possibly the most tasteful drummer in

Hodes and Bigard
A Gas

Chicago . . . always the right lick at the
right time, never in anybody’s way . . .
pushing his confreres gently but firmly
along the path of righteousness.
In sum, it was a nice, relaxed show. So
relaxed that at one point Hodes threw up
his hands and asked innocently, “What
d'ya want lo play next? Which means
I've forgotten.” Chicago is fortunate—it
can look forward to more Hodes pro
grams. They are always—to use one of
the pianist’s favorite expressions of ap
probation—a gas.
—Don DeMicheal

Hazel Scott
Playboy Club, Hollywood
Personnel: Miss Scott, piano,
bass; Ed Thigpen, drums.

vocals;

Ralph

Pena,

One of the more newsworthy events in
these parts recently, the return of Hazel
Scott after a 10-year absence from Cali
fornia (most of the lapse spent in Paris),
turned out also to be one of the most
interesting musically.
Miss Scott, more than any other mu
sician or singer, was virtually the making
of two famous New York spots: Cafe
Society Downtown, the great Greenwich
Village jazz and folk bistro of the early
1940s, and the spinoff Cafe Society Up
town. Her long engagements at both clubs
started her on a path that led to Holly
wood, where she had parts (mostly play
ing, non-acting inserts) in five movies.
Her image in those days did not endear
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her to the jazz purists. She was known for
her ability to “swing the classics.” This
gambit, as she now puts it, was an alba
tross around her neck for many years.
She was even more widely publicized in
1945 as the bride of Adam Clayton Pow
ell.
Miss Scott was always a better pianist
than the flashy performer the public
usually heard. She sounded more at ease
when playing at private parties among her
friends, who were invariably the hippest
musicians of the day. It is a pleasure to
be able to report, lo these many years
later, that she is now singing, playing and
looking better than ever.
Admittedly, an assignment to review
the best-looking pianist on the scene
places the reviewer at a disadvantage; ob
jectivity is severely hampered. However,
after considerable soul-searching I am
convinced that Miss Scott’s work would
sound good to me if she looked like
Phyllis Diller.
Always an eclectic who hung out with
Tatum, Teddy Wilson, Strayhorn and of
course the Cafe Society boogie-woogie
giants, she has broadened her compass by
listening to Bobby Timmons, McCoy Ty
ner, Bill Evans and anyone else who has
made a substantial impact on jazz piano.
Opening her set, she plunged straight into
a romping, sophisticated-funk blues, set
ting an engaging mood for the whole
evening.
Segueing into her first vocal, On a
Clear Day, she displayed the curiously in
dividual timbre that has always been her
trademark. Projection is not her forte, but
that misty, translucent sound lends the
Scott voice all the power it needs. She
doubled in French on a singularly poig
nant reading of When the World Was
Young, and even added some French lyrics
of her own as an intro to Strayhorn’s
Lush Life.
Her use of classical repertory is far
subtler than of yore. The Chopin E Minor
Prelude (unswung) led into How Insensi
tive as if the two were one work (there
really is a remarkable similarity). In a
mixture of what she called "Black Or
pheus and White Orpheus,” she played a
theme from Gluck’s 18th-century opera
Orfeo ed Euridice, followed it with Manha
de Carnaval and topped it off with de
Falla’s Fire Dance.
Her keyboard articulation, phrasing and
harmonic conception are all conspicuously
improved. Her vocals on standards like
Them There Eyes reflect her worship of
Billie Holiday.
Most important of all, Miss Scott clear
ly had a ball. There was a three-way en
thusiasm going between her, the splendid
rhythm section (Thigpen and Pena obvi
ously inspired and delighted her), and the
audience, which was more attentive and
receptive than any other I had ever seen
in the club’s sometimes noisy Living Room.
This was only a nine-day booking, but
the impression it made was enough to as
sure Miss Scott of a whole new career. It
was a rare treat to observe such a potent
combination of happy swinging and soul
ful lyricism, with face and figure to
match.
—Leonard Feather
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(Continued from page 181

very helpfully to this appropriate intro
ductory piece.
99% Won’t Do, with Jimmy McPhail
as vocal soloist, Coolie Williams as a
stimulating trumpet commentator, and
the choir weighing in enthusiastically,
brought an optimistic Gospel flavor to
what is basically a cautionary sermon.
This, incidentally, was the only music
used from the original Sacred Concert,
and it was first heard in My People.
Supreme Being was in many respects
the musical peak of the program. It
represented a real extension of Elling
ton’s range—perhaps inspired by the
subject. The scoring created an impres
sion of brooding majesty via harmonies
that were unworldly in their implica
tions of infinity. Exactly how this im
pressive effect was achieved with just
13 horns (12 at New Canaan, Benny
Green having fallen victim of the flu)
remains an Ellington secret. The impact
of the performance was certainly felt
by musicians and non-musicians alike.
“When the classical people hear that,”
Alice Babs said afterwards, “they wilt
marvel.” And marvel is the right word.
The choir, and soloists from it in speak
ing roles, were used in the description
of the Creation and the coming of
responsibility to man.
Something About Believing was a
long and striking affirmation of faith
that embodied a refutation of the absurd
“God Is Dead” cliche. The Ellington
lyrics were very free, maintaining a
surprising improvisatory feeling as the
band completed lines in the way
cornefists used to do for blues singers.
The choir took to the catchy melody
and swinging medium tempo with gusto,
and it was assisted by the solo vocalists
and a greal beat from the band. The
reed section also had a stirring passage
to itself, and Ellington egged them all
on, standing in front at his electric
piano. The variety of sounds this in
strument was capable of—organ-like
and guitar-like among others—became
an important factor, quite apart from
the convenience of its size, enabling
him to work while facing his musicians.
The programming throughout was
masterly. After this vigorous perform
ance, Ellington introduced Alice Babs,
whose voice, ease and accuracy were
thrilling whenever she sang. God Has
His Angels had a recognizably tradi
tional base, but new intervals elevated
it to “where there’s no sulphur smell.”
The soprano gave it a remarkable aerial
quality, serene as a skylark in azure
summer skies, which may be as accurate
as mortals can come to imagining the
sound of angels! When Russell Procope

took over, clarinet on mike, for a
gentle variation, she stepped in occa
sionally wilh affecting embellishments.
Ellington had gone up on stand to
the regular piano for this, and remained
there for Heaven, another attractive
melody, which Alice Babs invested with
memorably supple lyricism—sweet but
not sugary; moving but not sentimental.
The perfect complement was the alto
of Johnny Hodges, in solo and obbligato.
h’s Freedom was a long performance
in eight segments that used all the re
sources. Alice Babs, Jimmy McPhail,
Tony Watkins, Devonne Gardner, Ros
coe Gill and Trish Turner formed a
vocal group separate from, but acces
sory to, the choir. The sixth section.
Sweet, Fat and That, was suggested by
an old lick played by Willie (The Lion)
Smith, who was credited in the program
with having helped Ellington on his
first visit to New York, in the seventh
section, the leader recited the four free
doms by which Billy Strayhorn had
lived, as the choir sang softly behind
him. Jn the eighth, individual members
of the choir shouted “Freedom!” in
some 17 different languages.
After this, contrast again: Meditation
by Ellington at the piano and Jeff
Castleman on bass. Well titled, it was
an effective, quiet duet, in which the
two musicians demonstrated a warm
rapport.
Then the leader returned to the floor
and the electric piano as Tony Watkins
came on for Don’t Get Down on Your
Knees to Pray Until You Have Forgiven
Everyone, a piece of gospelry with droll
lyrics to which Watkins did justice.
The preaching was even more earnest
in the next selection. The Shepherd is
a number Ellington sub-titles A Portrait
of Pastor Gensel. On it, the empassioned eloquence of Cootie Williams,
open and muted, stirred Ihe audience
at both concerts, and he returned to his
seat amid great acclamation.
The Biggest and Busiest Intersection
was descriptive, according to the com
poser’s amusing notes, of the last inter
section before the Golden Gates, “down
at the end where all ends end.” There,
apparently, the opposition has cats who
come up at the very last moment and
say, “Baby, I know it looks pretty in
there, but you should see how the
chicks are swinging down where we
are!” The rivalry in this “fire-and-brintstone sermonette” was expressed by
Sam Woodyard and Steve Little, who
duelled with disarming subtlety or
hellish cunning, depending on the view
point.
T.G.T.T. brought back Alice Babs.
The title, Ellington explained in the
program, “means Too Good to Title,
because it violates conformity in the

same way, we like to think, that Jesus
Christ did. The phrases never end on
the note you think they will. It is a
piece even instrumentalists have trouble
with, but Alice Babs read it at sight.”
The program note was necessary, be
cause she sang the wordless music with
such extraordinary facility that the mind
did not dwell until afterwards on the
art and technique involved.
The finale was Praise God and Dance,
based on the 150th Psalm and using—
at a faster tempo—the same theme as
the opener. Here the whole company
was used, and after an impressively
sincere introduction by Alice Babs the
performance proceeded in a series of
joyful explosions, like a Roman candle.
Paul Gonsalves, Jimmy Hamilton and
Cat Anderson were the chief soloists.
At St. John’s, two sets of dancers had
surprised the audience by erupting
down the center aisle. The first group,
colorfully dressed, and coached by
Geoffrey Holder, moved with gestures
symbolic of worship in the idiom of
modern dance. The second, issuing from
behind the band, was swinging all the
way with steps and rhythms right out
of the Savoy ballroom. At New Canaan,
the long-limbed Holder danced alone,
exhibiting superb muscular control and
causing tremendous excitement. It was
a dance of praise, as by one possessed.
Tumultuous applause swelled until
the entire audience rose to its feet in
a standing ovation, and, significantly,
remained standing throughout Tony
Watkins’ a cappella delivery of The
Lord’s Prayer as in the original concert.
It was a sober reminder that, for all
its entertainment values, the concert
was an act of faith. Ellington sees
himself at these concerts as “one who
tries to bring messages to people, not
people who have never heard of God,
but those who were more or less raised
with the guidance of the church.”
since alice babs had to return to
Sweden after a third concert in New
Britain, it was imperative that the music
be recorded before she left. Ellington
had expressed the wish that this concert
should not be recorded live, but in a
studio. This was duly done in two
sessions at the Fine studios in the Great
Northern Hotel on Jan. 22, where the
A.M.E. Mother Zion Church Choir,
directed by Solomon Harriott Jr., as
sumed the choral duties. By midnight,
all the new music had been recorded,
except for those numbers on which
neither Miss Babs nor the choir was
employed. Details emerged even more
clearly here than at the concerts, among
them the stimulating effect Benny Green
and Lawrence Brown seemed to have
on one another. The former played
brilliantly on Something About Believ

ing, and the latter on It’s Freedom.
The eventual album will offer new
and abundant proof of Ellington’s con
tinued creativity and industry. It was
interesting to note that the songs ap
peared to suit Miss Babs’ talent even
better than those she recorded with
him in Paris in March 1963 (Serenade
to Sweden, Reprise RS-5024, inexplic
ably unissued in this country).
There was more evidence of Elling
ton’s unexampled energy and drive at
Yale University’s Woolsey Hall on Jan.
26, where he presented a “secular”
concert that departed from the estab
lished norm in many respects. Buster
Cooper was heard in the opening A
Train, Russell Procope in Swamp Goo,
Jimmy Hamilton in Girdle Hurdle,
Cootie Williams in “something brand
new” (32-bar form with shuffle rhythm)
and a full-length A Train, Harry Car
ney in A Chromatic Love Affair (“That’s
a half-step at a time!”), and Paul Gon
salves in Up Jump, before a long ver
sion of La Plus Belle Africaine, which
spotlighted Jeff Castleman in the role
established by John Lamb. Salome,
featuring Cat Anderson on fluegelhorn
and trumpet, was next, followed by two
appealing excerpts from The Psychedelic
Suite—Pretty Little Purple Flower and
Eggo. Then came Harlem. It was not
an immaculate performance—the regu
lars claimed they hadn’t played it in
a year, and Castleman hadn’t seen the
score before a brief rehearsal in the
afternoon—but it was full of rewarding
passages. This is the “tightest,” tidiest
and most closely interwoven of Elling
ton’s extended works, and it is enlight
ening to see it performed, to see what
combinations of instruments are re
sponsible for the distinctive sounds
heard on the records.
All of this was a concert in itself,
but it preceded an intermission, after
which the rhythm section improvised
on Yale’s Boola Boola, “on the spur of
the moment,” the happy result being
announced as The Occasion Is Yale.
Johnny Hodges, in excellent form,
played Warm Valley and a long, rock
ing Drag. Tony Watkins was then called
upon to sing It Don't Mean a Thing,
which evidently affords the composer
some secret pleasure. Paul Gonsalves
and Jimmy Hamilton took a chorus
each on it, and then duelled through
three choruses of eights and fours. Trish
Turner, in a “micro-mini skirt,” sang
Willow Weep for Me and Misty, and
then there were the all-time medley
and the finger-snapping bit to tie up an
unusually long and varied concert that
was recorded.
For Ellington’s professionals, it was
just another night’s work. Next stop,
Baltimore.
KEI
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a long call on Tuesday—from 10:45
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Frankie’s agenda is Green Acres—re
cording Vic Mizzy’s scores for that
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series. The show is filmed, so the re
cording sessions are not regularly
scheduled. Even the Boone show, which
is on tape, is recorded at irregular in
tervals. Occasionally, two Boone shows
will be taped in one day. Somehow,
Capp manages to weave in his other
activities between these regular jobs: the
record sessions, ihe jingles and (he mo
tion picture calls. Film scores can be
time-consuming. Often Capp will be at
Paramount or MGM or other major
film lots from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., work
ing on one assignment.
Jn spite of the comforts he now en
joys, and the confidence he feels in
being one of the most sought-after
drummers in Los Angeles, Capp takes a
realistic attitude towards the whole
scene. “Anybody who’s been in this
business for any length of time knows
that work can drop off as fast as it can
pile up. The amount of activity we’ve
been talking about docs not continue
through the summer, you know. And
residual checks for re-runs can never
take the place of a regular salary.” (If
each year proves as rewarding for
Frankie as 1967 did, he’ll have no
cause for alarm. Last year alone, he

amassed 106 W-2 tax forms!)
Considering the strenuous schedule
of a busy studio man, one can’t help
wondering how the desire to make it
while he is at the peak of his earning
ability affects his home life. It isn’t
often you hear a musician talk about
his wife; even rarer is the musician who
mentions her wilh affection.
“I really have to pay tribute to
Mina,” Capp said. “She’s probably the
most understanding wife a man could
have in this kind of business. She never
makes any demands on me to forfeit
gigs so I can take her lo dinner, or
anything like that. Wc can’t even plan
on vacations, but she swings right along
with me, never complaining.” Mrs.
Capp agreed with a sigh of resignation:
“ft’s okay. We write to each other oc
casionally.” The couple met in the
early ’50s in Las Vegas where Mina
was working as a dancer. They have a
daughter, Deveny, who her father
claims, “has a good musical ear, plays
piano and guitar, but gets more kicks
from the Roiling Stones than from
Miles Davis. But that’s par for the
teenage course, isn’t it?”
An interesting cross-section was pro
vided when Capp listed his favorite
drummers. “I still get a thrill everytime
I hear Buddy Rich. And I have to list
Shelly Manne way up there. In New
York, I think Mel Lewis is the best
big-band drummer since Jo Jones’ days
with Count Basie. 1 also admire fellows
like Elvin Jones and Tony Williams,
because ihey’re pushing beyond the
traditional jazz drummers—opening
doors, so to speak. There is some young
blood out here: not just excellent drum
mers, but excellent musicians. I’m talk
ing about Johnny Guerin and Steve
Bohannon. They’ve got to go straight
up.”
A lip of the Capp from a drummer
who started out at the top and still
managed lo go straight up himself. The
remarkable thing about that is his ap
parent defiance of show business gravi
ty. Frankie Capp enjoys the rarefied air
of studio work, although he would like
to breathe the smoke-filled atmosphere
of clubs more often. Such is the com
plaint of most studio swingers.
Meanwhile, the full-time jazzmen
(full-time in devotion, if not employ
ment) who look upon their studio
counterparts with a mixture of envy
and contempt, have to admit that when
Ihe studio musicians get a chance to
blow, many really say something. It
tends to prove that one doesn’t have to
suffer in order to create; or starve in
order to contribute anything to jazz. If
proof is wanted, all they have to do is
catch Frankie Capp. He’ll demonstrate
-—for scale.
KK
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guard, followed by a two-week stand at
the Dom beginning Feb. 27 . . . Donald
Byrd did not join wilh tenorist Hank
Mobley at the Dom as previously re
ported. Mobley led a quartet during the
first of his two weeks at the club, and
was abetted by Clark Terry for the sec
ond frame. Mobley told Down Beat he
was planning to leave for Europe soon.
Terry was recently presented with Jazz
at Noon’s “Jazzman of thé Year” award.
Drummer Zutty Singleton was an hon
ored guest at one of the chib's recent
sessions , . . Drummer Joe Dukes has
rejoined the Jack McDuff combo after
a two-year rest from the rigors of the
road . . . Recent free (no admission, that
is) jazz concerts have included trombonist
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Los Angeles: The

Los Angeles Neophotiic Orchestra, under Sinn Kenton’s

direction, managed to launch ils third sea
son al Los Angeles’ Music Center. The
initial concert was held in early March,
and the remaining two are scheduled for
March 17 and April 15. What adds a
note of encouragement to the current
Neophonic season is the welcome spon
sorship by ihe Industrialization Oppor
tunities Center. The I.O.C., underwritten
by the Ford Foundation, trains drops-outs
and prepares them for gainful employ
ment, Kenton, as usual, is looking beyond
the close of ihe season, hopeful of launch
ing a West Coast lour with his Neophonic
. . . Nancy Wilson and her husband,
drummer Kenny Dennis, have decided on
a trial separation. Meanwhile, one of the
happiest couplings in the business—Ken
and Beverly—just did a couple of week
end gigs at Donte’s. Beverly Ryman sings
and hubby Ken Jensen alternates on
reeds and double reeds. They were backed
by a rhythm section consisting of Frank
Strazzeri, piano; Charles Myerson, gui
tar; Jim Faunt, bass; and Dick Stern
berg, drums . . . KM PC. one of Los
Angeles’ better middle-of-the-road music
stations, has commissioned Paul Horn to
write, arrange and play a series of station
identification jingles. Horn used eight
brass, luba, French horn, vibes, piano,
harpsichord and Iwo guitars, in addition
to his own flute ... A short lime ago,
Wayne Henderson anil Wilton Felder
appeared at the Lighthouse as two-fifths
of the Jazz Crusaders. Recently, the pair
returned, as part of the Freedom Sounds,
an eight-piece combo that sells equal por
tions of jazz, Latin and rock. Henderson
still had his trombone, but Felder laid
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down his tenor sax for an electric bass.
Playing tenor with the Freedom Sounds:
Willie Grcasham. Others in the group;
Jimmy Russell Benson, flute; Harold
Land Jr., piano; Fred Hampson, drums;
Moises Obligación, conga drums; Rick
Chimelis, bongos . . . KABC-TV has been
analyzing the vocal styling of Barbara
Kelly lately, hoping to push her into a
jazz orbit. Miss Kelly started out on that
station’s Hurdy-Gurdy show, a local (and
later syndicated) showcase for Dixieland
and ragtime. Presently, she is touring Las
Vegas and Reno with a trio consisting of
Phil Moore Jr., piano; Albert Stinson,
bass; and Nick Martinis, drums . . .
UCLA began its 1968 Chamber Jazz series
with Gabor Szabo, and have scheduled
Gil Melle and his Elcctroiiatils, March 9;
the Muddy Waler Blues Bond, March
30; and the Gary Burlón Quartet, April
20. All concerts are presented in Schoen
berg Hall to assure “a chamber music
setting.” . . . George Shearing was held
over at the Hong Kong Bar, making his
six-week gig one of the longest ever en
joyed by a jazz group. Sharing the last
three weeks with Shearing’s group was
singer-comedian Scatman Crothers’ trio
. . . Joe ParneUo retihhw to his alma
mater, the Playboy GlOb? backing Vic
Damone for a two-night Stand . . . Erroll
Garner breezed into Hollywood for a
couple of quick TV tapings: the Art Linkletter Show on CBS; and the Joey Bishop
Show on ABC. Following that, he
launched a seven-week tour . . . The next
few Mondays at Shelly’s Manne Hole will
be divided between the owner’s quintet
and Roger Kellaway’s group. Leroy Vin
negar filled in for Monty Budwig with
Manne’s men during a recent Monday
until Budwig returned from taping the
Woody Woodbury Show . . . Dome’s has
been doing things in pairs recently. The
Sound of Feeling with the Andrece
Twins—Alyce and Rime—as part of its
front line, did three Thursdays; guitarists
Joe Pass and John Pisano shared a Mon
day Guitar Night; Dick Hyde and Don
Rader presented their Multi-Brass Quintet
for a Wednesday Brass Night; and the
Barone Brothers (Mike, trombone; Gary,
trumpet) also did a Brass Night gig . , .
Tommy Vig will present a big band con
cert March 29 at El Camino College in
Gardena. He's been commuting back and
forth between Las Vegas and Los Angeles,
holding rehearsals at Local 47. Another
reason for commuting was lo see his wife
Mia—one of the Kim Sisters—who was
appearing at the Cocoanut Grove. Mia
had lo do some commuting herself, flying
back to Vegas for swearing-in ceremonies.
She is now an American citizen . . . Bob
Jung fronted a 13-piecc band for a series
of Monday nights at the Mission Hills Inn,
in Mission Hills. Jung originally had the
band at the Brass Ring in Sherman Oaks,
but the Mission Hills Inn is bigger and
better suited for his brass-heavy purposes.
Sidemen include: Al Porcino, Steve Huffsteter, Jack Laubach, Ralph Osborn,
trumpets; Dick Hyde, Dick Leith, Randy
Aidcroft, trombones; Lennie Mitchell,
Jung, reeds; AI Vescovo, Mike Anthony,
guitars; Don McGinnis, electric bass;
Jack Sperling, drums. The majority of

the 51 charts were written by Jung . . .
Two more outlets for jazz have disap
peared from the Hollywood horizon:
P.J.’s, which once showcased Eddie Cano,
and the Melody Room on Sunset Strip
have called it quits . . . Brasil ’66 and
Buddy Rich and his band shared the 360degree stage at the Carousel, in West Co
vina, for a recent weekend, and were
plagued with mike difficulties. Pianist
Sergio Mendes’ group has been given an
almost complete face-lifting. His new
crew is Lani Hall and Karen Philipp;
Sebastian Neto, bass; Dom Um Romao,
drums; Rubens Bassini, percussion . . .
The Bob Harrington Trio (Harrington,
piano; Bill Plummer, bass; Maurice
Miller, drums) was recently featured at
the White Garter in Lynwood. Handling
the vocals: Geraldine Jones, ex-Clnra
Ward singer, who is trying to get away
from the Gospel sound. Harrington re
ceived good news in the form of a re
cording of his tune Young Man On The
Way Up. It’s in Joe Williams’ latest al
bum . . . Gene Russell did a special gig
for the aslrologically-mindcd at the Play
boy Club. Sponsoring group was Aquari
us Limited. Gene must have been born
under the sign of the bunny, for his gigs
and albums are beginning to multiply. He
just did a series of Monday nights at the
Tasman Sea in Palos Verdes; a second
concert at Harbor College, and two nights
at the Colony Club in Monterey. Person
nel on all the gigs was the same: Russell,
piano; Henry Franklin, bass; Clarence
Johnston, drums . . . Ray Bowman, the
Sol Hurok of the avant garde, presented
two concerts recently. One at the Pasa
dena Ice House: the New Art Jazz En
semble, led by reed man John Carter;
with Bobby Bradford, trumpet; Richard
Taylor, bass; Bruz Freeman, drums; the
other at Century City Playhouse, featur
ing the Nova Jazz. Quartet: Dennis
Drcith, reeds-lcader; Rob Roy, vibes;
Don ForlhaL bass; Don Heflington,
drums . . . Joe Masters has just signed a
personal management contract with Roy
Maxwell. Masters, who is working on a
sacred choral work to be premiered at
Rabbi Sanford Shapiro’s temple in West
wood, will conduct his Jazz Mass at the
next Berlin Jazz Festival Nov. 10, he said.
Masters is currently at the Riviera in
Palm Springs, the first time that chib has
reverberated to the sounds of jazz . . .
All of Palm Springs was vibrating in early
February when record producer Albert
Marx and his wife celebrated their 20th
anniversary with a syncopated blast. Clare
Fischer fronted a big band for the affair;
Masters had his trio there to fill gaps, but
there just weren’t any gaps. The music was
non-stop. Another trio that took its turn
was the Dave Miller Trio with Dave on
bass; his wife, Suznnne Miller, on piano,
and Doug Sides (ex-John Handy), drums.
Following them, trombonist Carl Fontana
and tenorist J. R. Montrose fronted a
combo with Mike Wofford, piano; Chuck
Domanico, bass, and Larry Bunker,
drums. Among the guests: Orrin Keep
news . . . Blue Note records are rechanncling 100 of their major albums for
stereo, based on requests for catalog items
that were originally recorded monaurally

. . , Free-lance critic Chuck Weisenberg
lias resumed his lecture-discussion series
Jazz: An American Experience as part of
the University of California Extension
program. The course will include an ad
mission to one of UCLA's Chamber Jazz
Concerts . . . Leun Horne made the
rounds briefly—made briefer by the fact
that one of the singers she had hoped to
catch—Ernie Andrews—had not yet
opened at the Flying Fox. So she headed
for the Bill of Fare lo catch the Dave
Holden Duo; then to the Pied Piper
where she did more than listen to O. C.
Smith: she sat in with him and Jack
Wilson’s trio . . . Etta Janies followed
the Jazz Symphonies into the Tropicana.
Damita Jo followed Q. Williams into
Memory Lane, where the Three Sounds
briefly replaced Sweets Edison’s quintet
. . , Johnny Keating is the narrator and
composer of a special educational album
that London Records will distribute to the
city schools here. It’s called A Flight
Through Musicland . . . Dave Grusin and
Kelly Gordon have written the title tune
for MGM's Where Were You When The
Lights Went Out? . . . Quincy Jones is
working on the score to a new film The
Split.

San Francisco: When

Sarah Vaughan

opened a three-week engagement in the
Fairmont Hotel’s Venetian Room here
there were two new faces in her accom
panying trio. Pianist Chick Corea and
drummer Steve Schaeffer. The new trio’s

leader and Miss Vaughan’s musical direc
tor is bassist Herb Nickman, who has
been wilh the singer for nearly three years,
and was a member of the original New
port Youth Kami . , . Local drummer John
Markham arrived in Miami March 6 to
begin a six-week engagement wilh Ihc or
chestra backing Frank Sinatra at the
Fontainebleau Hotel. Markham filled a
similar gig last year . . . Pleasant Hill
High Scfiooi’s jazz orchestra, directed by
instrumental music teacher Bob Soder,
presents ils 10th annual concert March 7,
8, and 9 . . . Unless plans have miscarried,
both the Jazz Workshop here and The
Trident, in Sausalito, are closed for re
modeling. Both clubs are slated to reopen
next month and will continue their jazz
policies . . . Pianist George Maribue’ trio
(Jim McCabe, bass; Johnny Rae, drums)
is the house band at the Purple Onion . . .
Bassist Gary Miller and drummer Pete
Magadini worked with singer-pianist Mose
Allison during his run at the Jazz Work
shop . . . Don Piestrup came up from
Los Angeles to lead the orchestra he
created, but now seldom fronts, in its onenighter at the Hotel Leamington in Oak
land. Piestrup moved to L.A. about a
year ago to pursue his composing career;
two of his recent tunes are on the newest
Buddy Rich album, and another has been
recorded by Maynard Ferguson. Bariton
ist Alan Hoeschen now directs the 18piece Piestrup band, most of whose playing
is done at weekly rehearsals . . . Sitarist
Ravi Shankar played concerts in Berke

ley and San Francisco last month before
leaving on an extended Far East tour . . .
The University of Nevada’s 20-piece con
cert jazz band, which won the Intcrmountaln regional crown in last year’s national
Collegiate Jazz Festival, played concerts at
Concord High School and Chabot Col
lege across the bay from San Francisco
. . . The Harry James Orchestra played
two dance-concerts at the Thunderbolt
Hotel in Millbrae under sponsorship of
the Holy Cross Church of Belmont . . .
Drummer Joe Morello, longtime mem
ber of the now-defunct Dave Brubeck
Quartet, conducted a clinic at Drumland
here that packed the big room to over
flowing. The clinic included a concert
in which Morello was joined by vibist
Johnny Rae, guitarist Eddie Duran and
bassist Jim McCubc. The following day,
Morello did a clinic at San Jose City Col
lege and played with the school’s Jazz
Ensemble . . . Marian and Dick Williams,

two of the Bay Area’s staunch jazz buffs,
have opened the Swinging Lantern on the
fringe of the Broadway entertainment sec
tor of San Francisco. The club, now op
erating only Fridays and Saturdays but
scheduled to expand soon, opens at 2 a.m.,
serves coffee, soil drinks and sandwiches,
and has a house trio led by pianist Flip
Nunes, phis silter-inners, of which there
have been a good many . . . The Stan
Kenton Orchestra recently played four
nights at the Gold Nugget in Oakland to
turnaway business. It featured a good
many new charts, including seven by
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drummer Dee Barton . . . Vibist Lee
Schipper’s quintet played an evening con
cert in the San Francisco Public Library
sponsored by the Musicians Union Trust
Fund.

New Orleans: in line with his new
jazz policy, Al Hirt booked Erroll Garner
for a two-week engagement at his Bour
bon Street club. Hirt is currently negotiat
ing for appearances by Miles Davis and
Roland Kirk . . . Singer Tony Page cut
an album on Empire label with the Ron
nie Dupont Trio and a big band. Ar
rangements for the LP were done by
trumpeter Clem Toca. Another local
group, led by trombonist Milton Bush,
cut an album on White Cliffs label . . .
Pete Fountain has bought the Lido Club,
one of the largest in the French Quarter,
and is planning to remodel it with an eye
towards moving from his French Quarter
Inn to the new location . . . Tommy
Walker, manager of the New Orleans
Saints football team, was named director
of the International Jazz Festival sched
uled here for May . . . Washington, D.C.
disc jockey and jazz buff Felix Grant do
nated ten years of the now-defunct Metro
nome magazine to the Jazz Museum . . .
British trumpeter Clive Wilson is organiz
ing a new revivalist band with several
other foreign-born jazzmen now residing
in New Orleans . . . The January meeting
jazz session of the New Orleans Jazz Club
featured Dutch Andrus’ band, the Craw
ford Ferguson Night Owls, Danny Bark
er’s traditionalists, and the New Orleans
Banjo Stylists, led by AI Ixrbre . . .
Trumpeter Willard Gray was added to
Leon Kelncr’s Blue Room band for sing
er Julie London’s engagement . . . Doug
Ramsey, onetime Down Beat correspon
dent from Cleveland, is doing a weekly
jazz record show on WDSU in addition to
his chores as newscaster on WDSU-TV
. . . Tulane jazz archivist Richard Allen
did a lecture tour of Tulane Alumni As
sociations in Houston, Atlanta and Bir
mingham . . . Blues singer Enie K-Doe re
cently made an appearance at a new blues
and rock club, the Hullabaloo . . . The
Olympia Brass Band has returned from
three weeks in Europe. The band was fea
tured at an International Jazz Night din
ner at International House . . . Dave
Brubeek and Gerry Mulligan have been
signed for the International Jazz Festival
scheduled in May. Writer AI Rose has
been waging a one-man war on the festi
val. Rose, a jazz purist who maintains
that the modernists on the program are
not jazz musicians, tried unsuccessfully to
elect several anti-festival candidates to the
board of directors of the New Orleans
Jazz Club last month . . . Pete Fountain
played a two-week engagement at the
Tropicana in Las Vegas recently . . .
Willie Tee and the Souls opened at the
Ivanhoe lounge in the French Quarter. A
number of modern jazzmen have been
sitting in with the group, including tenor
saxophonists Fred Kemp and Richard
Peck . . . Bassist Bob Tassin joined Ron
nie Dupont’s jazz-for-dancing combo at
the Bistro ... A new French Quarter
club, the Peacock, is featuring rock and

blues talent. Singer Inna Thomas was
the first attraction . . . Margie Joseph,
a 19-year-old singer from Pascogoula,
Mississippi, cut a single in New Orleans
for OKeh records. A student at Dillard
University here, Miss Joseph sang with
Cannonball Adderley’s quintet at the
university’s recent Afro-American Arts
Festival . . . Pianist-vocalist Lavergne
Smith is doing a single at the Follies
lounge on Broad Street . . . Pianist Ron
nie Kole is the first jazz entry for Paula
Records, formerly a rock and counlryand-western label . . . The New Orleans
Saints football team has a supporting stage
band led by trombonist Ted Demuth.
The band closed the season with a TV
spot on WYES-TV, local educational
channel.

Chicago: After a month’s darkness, the
Plugged Nickel lit up again Jan. 31, when
Sonny Stitt’s trio (organist Don Patter
son and drummer Billy James) came in
for a fortnight’s stay. The saxophonist
also held a clinic demonstrating his am
plified alto and tenor at Sid Sherman’s
Music Studio, with organist Prentiss McCarey and drummer Vernell Fournier
. . . Pianist Ray Bryant followed Stitt at
the Nickel for a week, guitarist Bola Sete
was in for two, and Thelonious Monk
opened March 6 . . . Rhetta Hughes,
Tennyson Stevens, and the Abstractions
(Barbara and Benny Fernandez) did
three weeks at the Scotch Mist. They
were succeeded by the Blue Notes . . ,
The Old Town Gate has abandoned its
Dixieland jazz policy in favor of rock
fare. The chib was scheduled to reopen in
late February after a face-lifting . . .
Pianist Art Hodes and his All Stars have
initiated a scries of Sunday afternoon
sessions at the Golden Horseshoe in Chi
cago Heights . . . Reed man Joseph Jar
man’s group performed a two-part gambit
in total theater at Ida Noyes Hall on the
University of Chicago campus Feb. 9 and
13 . . . Folk singer-guitarist Terry Collier
headlines the weekend bill at the Earl of
Oki Town, sharing the stand wilh Friend
& Lover (Jim and Kathy Post). Collier
does a single Mondays and Tuesdays, and
also performed with his folk band at the
Chicago Circle campus of the University
of Illinois . . . Tenor saxophonist John
Klcnimcr waxed his second album for
Cadet in February, including some tracks
With strings.

Seattle: Electronic jazz was introduced
here Jan. 28 by the Bill Smith Jazz En
semble at the University Unitarian Church.
Smith’s amplified and multi-vided clarinet
was accompanied by Lee flumes, bass;
Tom Collier, drums and vibes; and Jan
Schoonover, who played the synket, a
novel electronic instrument. Composer
Smith, now teaching at University of
Washington School of Music, also tracked
himself up to no less than eight simul
taneous lines, using two tape machines

. , . Another innovation was Red Mitch
ell’s bass playing with the Dizzy Gillespie
Quintet at the Penthouse last month.
Mitchell tuned the instrument in fifths, like
a cello . . . George Shearing was at the
Penthouse, followed by the Roy Meri
wether Trio. The Miles Davis Quintet
arrives in April . . . D-J’s began a jazz
policy with Cannonball Adderley, who
closed March 3. Count Basie’s band is
signed for March 18-21 . . . The Eagles,
continuing with lights and sounds, had the
Charles Lloyd Quartet again, followed
by The Fugs. The Paul Butterfield Blues
Band opens March 9. Lloyd's group also
played a concert at the University of
Washington Feb. 15, co-sponsored by the
Associated Students and the University
Jazz Society . . . Jabbo Ward, a solid
local tenor man, has joined drummer Bill
Richardson’s group at the Fifth Amend
ment; others are vocalist Bobby Adano;
organist Bob Nixon, and Larry Coryell’s
favorite blues guitarist, Joe Johanson . . .
Altoisl-arranger Milt Klecb is fronting an
8- to 12-man jazz-oriented dance band on
single dates in the area, with trumpeter
AI Mcddaugh; trombonists Dave Tuttle
and Don Anderson; flutist Bill Wicker;
tenorist Jordan Ruwe; baritone saxophon
ist Glenn Score; pianist Diek Dunlap;
bassist Jim Anderson; drummer Dave
Coleman; and vocalist Judy Bevan.
Klceb's voicings include use of flute and
soprano: saxophone leads . . . Pianist Earl
Hines appeared at the Olympic Hotel’s
Marine Room . . . The Joe Brazil Sextet
has been presenting jazz recitals and clin
ics in Central Area high schools of Seattle
. . . Jimi Hendrix returned to his home
town for a concert in the Arena Feb; 15
. . . Three jazz units were made available
to local communities under a National
Arts Foundation grant by the Washington
State Arts Commission: the Don Lanphere, Mike Mandel and Joe Brazil
groups.

Baltimore: Henry Baker's Peyton Place
brought in tenor saxophonist Sonny Stitt
for a week late in January. Wilh Stitt were
organist Don Patterson ami drummer
Billy Janies. Baker plans to alternate
name jazz groups with local bands in suc
ceeding weeks . . . The Left Bank Jazz
Society opened its new season Jan. 28 with
the Max Roach Quintet, including trum
peter Charles Tolliver, tenor saxophonist
Oilcan Pope, pianist Stanley Cowell,
and bassist Jymie Merritt. The next week
end the LBJS featured the Roland Kirk
Quartet . . . While the jazz scene revives
in some quarters, it fails off in others: a
recent casualty was the jazz room at the
Red Fox, long the Baltimore home of
vocalist Ethel Ennis. It has been tempo
rarily closed, mainly due lo lack of busi
ness . . . Duke Ellington played a January
concert at the Eastwind . . . The trio ted
by pianist Donald Criss (Jay Leonhard,
bass; Jimmy Johnson, drums) has begun
a series of monthly concerts at local
elementary schools . . . Renaud, a young
singer who has appeared at various clubs
in town and danced in a production of
West Side Story at the art museum’s Balti
more Music Festival last summer, has his

first record out, What Are Friends For
. . . Guitarist Charlie Byrd brought in
his trio, with bassist Gene Byrd and drum
mer William Rcichbach, to play a Satur
day night concert with the Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Elyakum Shapira. Byrd paid homage to the
Beaties, Duke Ellington and Brazilian
composers before joining the orchestra for
Vivaldi's Concerto for Guitar anil Strings.

Japan: Swing Journal, Japan’s leading
jazz magazine, has announced the results
of the first SJ Jazz Disc Awards. Selec
tions for awards in live categories were
made by the top 24 jazz writers, dee jays
and.critics here as follows: Jazz Disc Gold
Award: Ornette Coleman, At the Golden
Circle, Vol. I. Jazz Disc Bronze Award:
John Coltranc, Expressions; lazz of Ja
pan Award: Sadao Walmiabe and Charlie
Mariano, Iberian Waltz; Special Awards:
Cecil Taylor’s Fontana New Jazz Series
album and The Popular Duke Ellington.
Best Engineering Award: Max Roach,
Drums Unlimited. The judges voted only
on albums released in Japan by Japanese
recording companies and/or distributors
during 1967. SJ editors plan to make the
awards an annual event . . . As trad Gil
berto, plagued by illness and public ad
dress systems without reverberation ef
fects, cancelled her last two shows in Ja
pan, both at Tachikawa Air Base on the
outskirts, of Tokyo. However, Ilie group
backing her, led by pianist Ben Aronov,
and including alto saxophonist Charlie
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Mariano, bassist Don Payne, drummer
Jim Kuppes and guitarist Stun Brown,
went on at both the Tachi officer’s club,
and later, al the Tachi civilian club lounge,
with a wild hour-and-a-half session for
Ihe patrons . . . Vocalist Timi Yuro, on
a week-end stop-over here afler three
months of entertaining in South Vietnam,
was persuaded by agent Tom Nomura to
fill in for Miss Gilberto to the delight of
everyone present. The Tachi “C” chib’s
house band is now the famed Blue Coats,
in which Toshiko Akiyoshi got her early
big band and jazz experience. The band
was saddened by the passing, Ihe same
day, of its founder, Masao Kojima, who
had gone on to become this country’s best
known television emcee . . . Singer Jerry
Iio will tour Europe this summer with the
Okazaki Star Gazers, the jazz house
group at the Tokyo Hilton’s Star Hill Chib
.. . Manos Disco, Tokyo’s most successful
rock room, is also one of the largest such
places in Asia. It offers two full floors of
car-splitting sound, and patrons, including
many local and visiting celebrities, line up
to get in on a first come, first enter basis
. . . Sadao Watanabe, most active jazz
man in Nippon, has dropped the piano
from his group and picked up a young
Keio University student, guitarist Masuo
Yoshiaki. Watanabe’s new drummer is his
younger brother Fumio, who recently
broke into the. ranks of Japan's top 10
percussionists. Watanabe still gigs on Sat
urday nights at new Jazz Gallery 8 in
Komagome, Tokyo.

IMPORTANT FOR DRUMMERS!
COORDINATED INDEPENDENCE

65c PER WORD —MINIMUM CHARGE $10.00
DEADLINE: 30 days prior to
"on «alo" dale of Issue.
Remittance must accompany copy
Count Nomo, Address, City and Stelo

Max Roach says—"Jim

teaches tho drummer to
play all figures with the
left hand and bass drum
while the right hand
keeps rhythm on the
cymbal."

MISCELLANEOUS
30,000 PROFESSIONAL COMEDY LINES! FORTY BOOKS.
TOPICAL GAG SERVICE. CATALOG FREE. SAMPLE
SELECTION, S5.00. ORBEN PUBLICATIONS, 3536
DANIEL. BALDWIN. N.Y. 11510.______________
PIANISTS, COMBO MEN: "Hung-up“ on Memorizing?
Ad-Libbing? Transposing? Fantastic new method—
complete course $4.50. Kenny Paul, 11 Hadley
Street, South Hadley, Moss. 01075.____________
SHEET MUSIC EXCHANGE. If you ore tired of your
old sheet music, let's trade. Details free. J. E.
Perry, Box 138, Rockville, Va. 23146.

RECORDS & TAPES
FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service—many rare items
—foreign orders welcome—send for FREE LP sale
list. HARRY FROST, Box 4935—4930 DELMAR, ST.
LOUIS 8. MO._______ _______ _______ __
JAZZ RECORDS FOR SALE. Many outstanding albums.
For lists: MacDonald, 65 laurenfide, Don Mills,
Ontario, Canada.

WHERE TO STUDY
JIMMY GIUFFRE. Private instruction. Jazz Phrasing,
Improvisation, Composition, AU instruments. 924.
9863. NYC

STUDY JAZZ IMPROVISATION. Trumpet. Sy Platt,
N.Y.C. 212—MO 2-7292._______________________
BOSSA NOVA DIRECTLY FROM BRAZIL! Far pianists,
bassists and drummers. Excitingl Easy! The authentic
beat! Learn directly from the source Send U.S. $3.50
(Check or M.O.) for set of lessons/Folio. For infor
mation write tor Wilson Curia, Caixa Postal 915,
Soo Paulo, BRAZIL.______________________________

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR EASTERN ARTS Summer
School June 17-September 196S.
INDIAN and
JAPANESE music and INDONESIAN dance. NIK
HIL BANERJEE, sîlar; RAM NARAYAN, scrangi;
MAHAPURUSH MISRA,
tabla.
NAMING TORII,
koto and shamisen. BENEDICTUS SUHARTO, dance,
For brochures and applications write: ASEA, P.O.
Box 5, Betkeley, California 94701.

"ADVANCED

TECHNIQUES
FOR THE MODERN DRUMMER"
A complete method of progressive exercises
to develop independent control of hands
and feet against the cymbal rhythm.
Send check or money order.
Postpaid in U.S.................... $3.50

JAMES F. CHAPIN
50 Morningside Dr.

New York 25, N. Y.

Stanley Spector writes—
“1 suspect that Iha Iasi thing a beginning drum
mer has need of is a drum teacher. I’m not putting
you on. The only education ihat has real signifi
cance is self-education, end with this thought In
mind I would recommend that a beginner exercise
and stretch his own native talents to find out how
much ho could learn on his own. What ho does
need It a set of drums, a collection of jazz and
rock recordings, and an opportunity to watch drum
mers in action. Through such moans ho will ba
able to acquire information upon which ha may
act. Evon though, in more cases than not, this
approach will eventually breakdown, the romantic
beginning is desirable, necessary, and even help
ful,” Whon it does breakdown, some drummers
have discovered Ihat the pleasures of self-educa
tion can be established again on a second and
higher level of experience through the program of
sludy offered al Ihe
STANLEY SPECTOR SCHOOL OF DRUMMING
200 West 58th Street (al 7th Ave.) Dept. 182
New York, New York
Phone: 246-5661
HOW CAN A GOOD DRUMMER GET TO PLAY
BETTER? For further information about our recorded
Homa Study Course, write to the above address.
Foreign inquiries ore Invited.
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The following is a listing of where and when jazz performers
are appearing. The listing is subject to change without
notice. Send information to Down Beat, 222 W. Adams, Chi
cago, III. 60606, six weeks prior to cover date.
LEGEND: hb.—house band; tfn.—till further notice; unk.—
unknown at press time; wknds.—weekends.

Iff

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Alibi Club (Ridgefield, Conn.) : Joe Killian,
wknds.
Apartment: Marian McPartland, 3/11-tfn.
Arthur’s Tavern: The Grove Street Stampers,
Mon.
Basie’s: unk.
Blue Morocco (Bronx): sessions, Mon.
Casey’s: Freddie Redd.
Central Park North (White Plains) : Sal Salva
dor, Wed.-Sun., tfn.
Charlie's: sessions, Mon.
Chuck's Composite: Jazz at Noon, Fri.
Cloud 9 Lounge (E. Brunswick, N.J.) : Ralph
Stricker, Wed., Fri,, Sat.
Cloud Room (East Elmhurst) : Eddie Barnes.
Chib Baron: sessions, Mon.
Club Ruby (Jamaica): sessions, Sun.
Continental (Fairfield, Conn.) : sessions. Wed.
Cove Lounge (Roselle, N.J.) : Morris Nanton,
Thur.-Sun.
Dom: Elvin Jones-Joe Farrell, Jacki Byrd to
3/16.
Ferryboat (Brielle, N.J.): Dick Wellstood, Ken
ny Davern, Ai McManus, George Mauro, Jack
Six, Ed Hubble.
Flash’s Lounge (Queen's Village) : John Nicho
las, Malcolm Wright, wknds.
Forest Hills Inn (Forest Hills) : Otto-McLawler Trio, tfn.
Fra mm is: unk.
Garden Dis-Cafe: Eddie Wilcox, Sonny Greer,
Haywood Henry, wknds.
Gastight (Elizabeth, N.J.): Jimmy Butts, tfn.
Gaslight Club: Sol Ynged, Dave Martin, Sam
Ulano, Ray Nance,
Half Note: Clark Terry, March.
Jazz at the Oflice (Freeport): Jimmy McPart
land, Fri.-Snt.
La Boheme: sessions, Mon. eve.. Sat,-Sun. after
noon.
Lake Tower Inn (Roslyn): Dave Rivera, tfn.
La Martinique: sessions, Thur.
Le Intrique (Newark, N.J.) : Jazz ’n’ Breakfast,
Sun.
Ltmon Tree Inn (Cliffside Park. N.J.) : Dave
Kalbin, The Page Three, Fri.-Sat.
Leone’s (Port Washington): Dennis Connors,
Tony Bella.
Little Club: Johnny Morris.
Long’s Lounge (East Orange, N.J.) : Les De
Merle.
Mark Twain Riverboat: Art Mooney to 3/13.
Metropole: unk.
Miss Lacey's: Cecil Young, Hal Dodson, tfn.
Mptef (Smithtown) : J. J. Salata, Fri.
Mr. G’s: Jay Chasin, Ray Rivera, tfn.
Musart: George Braith. Sessions, wknds.
Off Shore (Point Pleasant, N.J.) : MST 4- One,
wknds.
Piedmont Inn (Scarsdale) : Mann and the Dukes
to 4/30.
Playboy Club: Walter Norris, Earl Mny-Snm
Donahue, Art Weiss, Effie.
Pitt’s Lounge (Newark, N.J,): Leon Eason.
Pookie’s Pub: unk.
Rainbow Grill: Jonah Jones to 4/7.
Red Garter: Jazz Interactions sessions, Sun.
afternoon.
Jimmy Ryan’s: Cliff Jackson, Zutty Singleton,
Max Kaminsky, Tony Parenti, Marshall Brown.
Shepherd’s: Lovelace Watkins to 3/22,
Slug’s: sessions. Sat.
Smalls Paradise: sessions, Sun. afternoon.
Sulky (Roosevelt Raceway) : Dick Norell, Hap
Gormley, Mon., Sat.
Sunset Strip (Irvington, N.J.) : Wendell Mar
sha!], sessions. Sun,
Tappan Zee Motor Inn (Nyack) : Dottie Stall
worth, Wed.-Sat.
Tomahawk Room (Roslyn): Ray Alexander,
Mon.
Ton of the Gato: Ahmad Jahmal, tfn.
Villa Pace (Smithtown) : J. J. Salata, Sat.
Village Door (Jamaica) : Horace Parian, Peck
Morrison, Slam Stewart.
Village Gate: Miles Davis, 3/8-9. Herbie Mann,
Odetta. 3/15-16.
Village Vanguard: Thad Jones-Mel Lewis, Mon.
Winecellar: unk,
Zebra Club (Levittowm) : Joe Coleman, Mon.

AFFRO-Arts Theater: Phil Cohrun, Fri.-Sun.
evening. Sun. afternoon.
Baroque: Judy Roberts, Fri.-Sat.
Copacabana: Abshlom Bcnshlomo, Mon. Maurice
McIntyre, Tue.
Earl of Old Town : Terry Collier, Mon.-Tue.
Golden Horseshoe (Chicago Heights) : Art Hodes,
Sun.
Havana-Madrid: various Latin groups, wknds.
Hungry Eye: various organ groups.
Jazz, Ltd.: Bill Reinhardt.
Abraham Lincoln Center: Roscoe Mitchell, 3/10.
Leo Smith, 3/17. Jerol Ajay, 3/21. Lester
Lashley, 3/31. Maurice McIntyre, 4/7, Richard
Abrams, 4/14. Leroy Jenkins, 4/21.
London House: Walter Wanderley to 3/10. Gene
Krupa, 3/12-31.
Jack Mooney’s: Judy Roberts, Mon.-Thur., Sun.
afternoon.
Midas Touch: unk.
Mister Kelly's: Miriam Makeba, 3/18-31. Larry
Novak, Dick Reynolds, hbs.
Mother Blues: Linn County Blues Band, Wed.Fri.
Nite-n-gale (Highwood): Mark Ellicott, Fri.Sat.
Playboy Club: Harold Harris, Keith Droste,
Gene Esposito, Joe laco, hbs.
Plugged Nickel: name groups.
Pumpkin Room : Dave Shipp, wknds.
Scotch Mist: unk.
Will Sheldon’s: Tommy Ponce. Tue.-Sat.
Trip:
Allan Stevens-Mario Arcuri,
Johnny
Gabor, Tue.-Sat,

BALTIMORE
Bluesette: Ted Hawk, Jimmy Wells, Phil Hur
ns, Fri.-Sat.
Left Bunk Jazz Society (Famous Ballroom):
Woody Herman, 3/10. Clifford Jordan, 3/17.
Peyton Place: Thomas Hurley.
Playboy Club: Ted Hawk, Jimmy Wells.
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LOS ANGELES
Aladdin: Thomas Todd.
Apiks (Montebello) : Eddie Cano.
Brass Ring (Sherman Oaks) : Vladimir & His
Orchestra, Tue.
Caribbean: Jannclle Hawkins.
Center Field: Richard Dorsey, Curtis Peagler.
Sessions, Sun, G a.m.-2 p.m.
China Trader (Toluca Lake): Bobby Troup.
Julian Lee, Sun.-Mon.
Club Casbah: Dolo Coker.
Dino's Lodge: Bill Marx, hb.
Donte’s (North Hollywood): Guitar Night, Mon.
Teddy Buckner, Tue. Brass Night, Wed.
Various groups, wknds.
Duke’s Glen Cove: Nellie Lutcher.
EI Camino College (Gardena) : Tommy Vig,
3/29.
Ellis Island (North Hollywood): Don Ellis,
Mon. Jazz, nightly.
Embers (Santa Monica) : Phineas Newborn.
Factory (Beverly Hills) : name jazz groups.
Sun.
Fire Station Inn (Garden Grove) : Roaring ’20s
Ragtime Band.
Flying Fox: Ike Isaacs.
It Club: jazz, nightly.
La Flambe (Tarzana): Matt and Ginny Dennis.
Lighthouse (Hermosa Beach): Gabor Szabo to
3/17, Big Black, 3/19-31.
Mardi Gras (San Diego): jazz, nightly.
Marty’s-on-the-Hill: Special guests, Mon. Kenny
Dixon, hb.
Memory. Lane: Harry (Sweets) Edison, Eddie
(Lock j aw) Dav is.
Mickie Finn’s (Beverly Hills & San Diego):
Dixieland, silent films.
Music Center: Los Angeles Neophonic Orches
tra, 3/17, 1/15.
New Ranch Club (Palm Springs) : Red Norvo.
Parisian Room: Perri Lee. Celebrity night,
Mon.
Pied Piper: O. C. Smith, Jack Wilson, Jimmy
Bunn, Tues.. Sun.
Pizza Palace (Huntington Beach) : South Frisco
Jazz Band, Fri.-Sat.
Playboy Club: Bob Corwin, hb.
Redd Foxx: Kirk Stewart, hb.
Riviera (Palm Springs) : Joe Masters.
Ruddy Duck (Sherman Oaks): Stan Worth.
Saddleback Inn (Norwalk): Calvin Jncksmi.
Shelly's Manne-Hole: Thelonious Monk to 3/17.
Miles Dnvis, 3/19-31. Shelly Manne, Fri.-Snt.
Manne or Roger Kellaway, Mon.
Sherry's: Don Randi, Joanne Grauer, Sun.Mon,
Smokehouse (Encino) : Bobbi Boyle.
Sterling's (Santa Monica) : Joyce Collins, Mon.
Tiki Island: Charles Kynard. Richard Dorsey,
Tue., Snt., Sun. afternoon.
Tropicana: jazz, nightly.
UCLA
(Schoenberg Hall) : Gil Melle, 3/9,
Muddy Waters, 3/30. Gary Burton, 4/20.

_________ SAN FRANCISCO_________
Basin Street West: unk.
Bop City: Lee Hestor, afterhours.
Both/And: Cannonball Adderley to 3/17, McCoy
Tyner, 4/9-21. Miles Dnvis, 4/23-5/5.
Claremont Hotel (Oakland): Wilbert Barranco,
wknds.
Earthquake McGoon’s: Turk Murphy’, Clancy
Hayes, tfn.
El Matador: Mongo Santamaria, 3/25-4/6.
Half Note: George Duke, Thur,-Sun.
hungry i: Clyde Found, hb.
Jazz Workshop: Closed for remodeling. Reopens
with Roland Kirk, 4/2-14. Thelonious Monk,
4/22-27, Ahmad Jamal, 5/7-2G.
Juke Box: Norman Williams, wknds.
Little Caesar: Mike Tilles.
New Hearth: Burt Bales, Fri.-Sat.
Pier 23: Bill Napier, Carol Leigh, wknds.
Playboy Club: Al Plunk, hb.
Swinging Lntern: Flip Nunes, nfterhours.
Trident Club (Sausalito) : unk.

NEW ORLEANS
Bistro: Ronnie Dupont, Pibc Hine, Betty Farm
er, Tony’ Page.
Court of Two Sisters: Smilin’ Joe, tfn.
Dixieland Hall: Papa Celestin [land, Mon.Thur, Cottrell-Barbarin Bund, Fri.-Sun.
Dungeon: Bobby Douglas, tfn.
Fairmont Room: Chuck Berlin, tfn.
Famous Door: Santo Pecora, Roy Liberto, hbs.
Follies: Lavergne Smith, tfn.
French Quarter Inn: Pete Fountain, Eddie
Miller, tfn.
544 Club: Clarence (Frog Man) Henry, hb.
Al Hirt's: Dukes of Dixieland to 3/9. Fats
Domino. 3/11-3/30.
Holly’s: modern jazz nfterhours, Fri-Sat.
Ivanhoe: Willie Tee and the Souls.
Hole’s Korner: Ronnie Hole.
Outrigger: Stan Mendelsson, tfn.
Paddock Lounge: Thomas Jefferson, Snookum
Russell, tfn.
Playboy Club: Al Bclletto, Bill Newkirk, Bob
Prado.
Preservation Hull: various traditional groups.
Steamer President: Crawford-Ferguson Night
Owls, Sat.
Storyvilie: Warren Luening,
Top-of-thc-Mart; Joe Burton, Paul Gumn, tin.
Touche: Armand Hug, tfn.

DETROIT
Act IV; Eddie Webb. hb.
Baker’s Keyboard: Jimmy’ McGriff, 4/5-14. Redd
Foxx, 4/22-5/2.
Bandit’s Villa: Terry’ Harrington, Fri.-Sat.
nfterhours.
Bob and Rob’s: Lenore Paxton, Tue.-Sat.
Jack Brokensha’s: Jack Brokensha, Tue.-Sat.
Ursula Walker, Fri.-Sat.
Chez Beaux: Danny Stevenson.
Drome: Ernie Farrow’, Fri.-Sun.
Empire Lounge (Flint) : Don DeAndre, Tue.Sat.
Frolic: Lyman Woodard, Fri.-Sun.
London Chop House: Mel Ball, Marlene Hill,
Mon.-Sat.
Pagoda (Clawson): Joe Grande.
Playboy Club: Matt Michael, J. C. Heard, Mon.Sat,
Rich's (Lansing) : Paul Cullen,
Roostertail: John Trudell, hb.
Shadow Box: Ralph Jay, Fri.-Snt,
Spiro’s (East Lansing): Les Rout, Sun.
Tonga: Charles Harris, Tue.-Sat., Sun. after
noon.
Wilkins Lounge (Orchard Lake): Bill Steven
son, Tue.-Sat,

DALLAS
Adolphus Hotel: sessions. Sun. afternoon.
Cabans Hotel (Bon Vivant) : Louis Jordan.
Fink Mink Club: Jim Black, Betty Green, tfn.
Flamingo (Ft. Worth) : James Clay.
Lark: David (Fathead) Newman, Roosevelt
Wardell, tfn. Eloise Hester.
Mr. Lucky’s: Sammy Jay, tfn.
Sands: Roger Boykin. Marchci I Ivory, wknds.
Village Club: Don Jacoby, Bobby Burgess, hb.
Villager: Jac Murphy, tfn.

ST. LOUIS
Brave Dull: Singleton Palmer, tfn.
Crystal Terrace: Sal Ferrante, hb.
Hi Ho: The Tempos.
King Brothers: Eddie Johnson, hb,
Le Left Bunk: Don Cunningham.
Montmartre: Herb Drury. Thur.-Sat. Jim Bolen.
Mainlander: Marion Miller.
Renaissance Room: Jim Becker. Jeanne Trevor.
Upstream Lounge: Upstream Jazz Quartet.

This new Rogers
Timbale-Twin outfit
can add more color to your
sound. Are you ready?
EVERYONE’S taking a new look at percussion. Get
with it. Let Rogers add new color to your sound.
Look around. Listen. There’s a new look to percussion
these days. Composers, arrangers, conductors, leaders,
band directors, listeners are discovering new excitement
in percussion. No longer “just an accompaniment”, for
the first time percussion is getting an equal voice, a role
of its own.
The old standards won’t do. That’s why Rogers offers
exciting new color to your sound — in outfits like the
Timbale-Twin pictured here.
Twin bass drums give a bolder beat, with exciting bass
counter-point. The new Humberto Morales Timbales

offer wanted color and accent. The Rogers PowerTone
snare gives you more color, sharper definition, greater
projection.
Percussion’s got a new role. But if you’re a percussion
ist. you don’t get it. You earn it. Earn it with the drums
that give you more color, put new variety into your
drumming sound.
Stop at your dealer’s. Play a new Rogers snare — and
the outfit that goes with it. You'll hear the difference.
So will your listeners. Get
with it. Get Rogers.
FREE Rogers Percussion
Catalog. Write Dept. DB-3

JIGGERS DRUMS*
^US.A■

CBS Musical Instruments
Columbia Broadcasting System, tnc. /1005 East 2nd Street • Dayton. Oh»o 45402

Ingredients:
1. Pure Copper.
2. Pure Silver.
3. Pure Tin.
4. Avedis Zildjian Seasoning.
5. Patience. (From casting through ^ging
and final testing takes six months ot more.)
6. Pride. (We won't put the Avedis Zildjian trademark on a cymbal
unless we're proud of it. Ol£ fashioned? When you're nearly
350 years old you’ll find it difficult to change your habits too.)
Mix with your favorite sticks for Cymbal Supreme. Crisper
from the very beginning...will never go flat and actually
improves with age. Not available in supermarkets.

Cymbal Supreme
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